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THE ROTARY LUNCHEON

sentative of each classification. By
THE REAL CAUSE
REV. WILLARD L. PRATT
FIVE WARDS EXAMINED
the uninitiated this might be thought '
Rotarians at their yesterday lunch a dry and technical subject, but clas- i
THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
eon hour continued their recently sitication, Chairman Blodgett said, Of the Political Upset In Last Former Rockland Pastor Dies
lie will be here in just 18 more
But Nobody Knows Yet What’s What In Rockland’s Mu days.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In adopted program devoted to a con hA regarded as one of the moat im
Suddenly
At
His
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Monday
’
s
Municipal
Elec

advance; single copies three cents.
portant spokes in the Rotary wheel,
This an opinion which his speakers con
Advertising rates based upon circulation and sideration of what Rotary is.
nicipal Election Case—Examination Ends Today
Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Annie B. Stover has bought
tion, Over-Confidence
very reasonable.
time the classification committee was firmed by infusing into it both in
the Andrew Coffey house on Granite
Surprise and sorrow from many of
in charge, its chairman H. P. Blodgett struction and entertainment so that
street.
Rockland’s political overturn last
e«.
e«.
|£
his old-time parishioners of the First
assisted by his associates, J. A. Jame the club members considered the
Ballots cast in five of the seven ing which candidate profited by them.
•••
••• son, F. W. Fuller, E. L. Toner and half-hour profitably spent. Visiting Monday has attracted much atten Baptist Church greeted the news that
The Sunshine Society will meet
wards last Monday have now been
Ward 5 is said to have been the
Great things are not accomplished
Alan L>. Bird. Classification relates Rotarians included Standish Perry, tion throughout the State, with con came over the radio yesterday morn
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Austin
by idle dreams, but by years of
inspected,
and
it
seemed
likely
this
only
one
thus
examined
where
there
ing
that
Rev.
Willard
L.
Pratt.
51,
the
to the different businesses of a com A. H. Parsons and Marcus' Chandler sequent speculation as -to the cause of
Smith. 6 Grace rtreet.
patient study.—Aughey.
—
night before had met with sudden morning that the work would be com was absolutely nothing to be ques
♦
— munity, out of which Rotary mem i of Camden, and N. Gratz Jackson of it. Here, for instance, is the com death
at
his
home
in
Dorchester,
pleted by noon today. Before the in tioned. There were no defective bal
bership is made up from one repre ' Bath.
The Police Station telephone num
ment of the Bangor Commercial;
Mass. The newspapers next morn vestigation began agreement was lots, and the records were beyond ber has been changed to 1223. Might
• • • •
ing stated that he had collapsed and
be well to note the change on your
reached by the participants that no criticism.
“Upon the face of the returns died upon his own door step at 19
! list.
The
mistaken
opinion
prevails
that
statement
would
be
issued
until
the
Windermere
road.
Dorchester,
overCharles M. Richardson has been
Judge Miller and Judge Pike pass
elected mayor of Rockland by a six come by the conviction that his house work was completed.
The Rockland High boys open their
was’afire when he saw apparatus
vote margin over the Republican
Now and, then a few’ unofficial upon the legality of the ballots cast. basketball season next Wednesday
qominee, Mayor James F. Carver. The
straws have come to the surface. One They simply mak^e identical copies of when they meet the Crosby High
upset is a considerable one for in
of these indicated a discrepancy in those in question, and if there sh uld team of Belfast at the local gym.
the last previous election Mayor
Ward 3, where it is said that there prove to be any change of conse
Carver about doubled th6 vote for the
Jack Dodge has received a nice
were found in the ballot box three quence they will be submitted to a Christmas present from the Federal
Democratic nominee. In Monday’s
.lection the Democrats carried four
more marked ballots than, the total Supreme Court justice for official de Aviation Copimission in the form of
wards and thus take control of the
a coveted transport pilot license.
number cast, according to the two termination.
city, with the opportunity of naming
Intense interest is being manifested
sets of checkers, and both checkings
the city officials. It is the first time
In the list of honor students just
were in absolute accord. How the in the preliminary examination and announced at Kent’s Hill Seminary
in six years that a Democratic mayor
has lx?en choseq in the Limerock
extra ballots came there is a mystery, everybody is asking everybody else appear the names of John E. BurnCity.
*
•
heimer of Waldcfboro and Miriam It.
and of course there is no way of tell how it is coming out.
“In view of the somewhat dis
Hatch ( f Dark Harbor.
turbed political situation in the State
the questio na rises if the outcome of
The 1931 budget, transmitted to
the Rockland election Is to be
Congress Wednesday authorize the
ascribed to State or local conditions.
cc mpletion of the lighthouse depot
Upon inquiry in Rockland we are told
at Rockland, for which the last Con
Deputy Sheriffs Ludwick and Gray Get Man Who Con gress authorized $32,500.
that the cause of the Democratic
victory is to be attributed to local
fesses To Several Robberies
conditions solely and to the unrest
Frank Tirrell Jr., leaves today for
Philadelphia where he will enter for
that often is noticed when one party
exhibit 50 of his best pigeons at the
has retained the reins of office over a
The Knox County sheriff’s depart ing valued at $80.45 were taken. Mad annual pigeon show, which convenes
considerable period of time.
“Our informant tells us that Mayor
ment increased its long list of suc docks is said to have made a writ in that city next week.
Rev. Willard L. Pratt
Carver has been a competent ex
ten confession of this theft, and at
cessful investigations yesterday when
(’ha I ns have been the necessary
ecutive but he has been blamed lor
his place of abode the officers found accompaniment of motoring this
lack of road improvement in the drawn up for a blaze in the Harley it placed in custody the culprit who
that the stolen curtains were being week, but the smooth level of the
rural sections of the town. An in Hospital nurses’, home i\ext doqr.
•Shortly after the apparatus arrived, is alleged to have made a series of used to shield the Maddocks’ lares and snow has made the roads ideal for
crease in the mayoralty salary is
another step that has not met with a few minutes before 10 o’clock, Mr. breaks in Camden and vicinity—and, penates from the glaring rays of a motoring and greatly contributed to
the briskness of holiday shopping.
the endorsement of some of the vot Pratt turned the corner and saw fire who, according to the officials has December sun.
To merely say that Rockland
Rockland under Curtiss-Wright
ers. But the main factor in the elec trucks and firemen in front of his
On the same date the cottage of
E. M. Tolman, master of Pleasant
is “air-minded" is not suffi
direction. A force of 20 peo
tion of Mr. Richardson appears to home. He ran quickly to the front made a clean breast of the whole
Miss Lena Cleveland at Megundcook Valley Grange, goes 'Monday to
be the determination of many voters door, but collapsed beft re he was able I affair.
ciently expressive. Rockland
ple are employed. During the
to enter and was pronounced dead i The man under arrest is Gerald Lake was burglarized, an oil stove Bangor as a delegate to the State
for a change.’’
took to the air with more en
6 months ending October 15
from heart failure at the Harley Hos- '
Grange which convenes there on
*
*
»
*
Maddocks. who recently became a and dishes to the value of $56.35 be Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday,
thusiasm than any other com
Curtiss-Wright Service paid
pitul.
Editor Hall, himself a former
Rev. Willard Leslie Pratt. Ph.BiB.D. resident of Rockport, and whose homo ing taken. (Maddocks is said to have preceded by a reception Monday evmunity in Maine, and despite
in wages alone at the local
Rockland resident, has undoubtedly was born Nov. 15, 1878. and his early there Is said to have been almost de orally confessed to this crime; also to ningt
the fact that it has not yet ac
base, the sum of $27,000, a
made a correct analysis, so far as It life was spent in Everett, Mass. He
having broken into the cottages of
quired a full-grown airport, it
substantial item in Rockland's
goes.
There were other, reasons graduated from the high school in nuded after the officers carried away
Col. F. S. Philbrick. who resides at
is the leading center of aviation
(strictly local) which it is not profit 1897 and was a member of one of the yesterday the alleged loot. Here are Mark Ingraham and C. Albert Pease 202 Camden street, and whose phono
payroll. Since the local base
able to discuss, but the real cause of first football teams produced by Ev the crimes charged against Mad at Hosmer’s Pond, a portable grapho- number Is 67-M, desires to know the
activity in the State.
has been in operation 12 stu
defeat may be expressed in one word erett High, which is now famous in docks:
phone having been taken from the whereabouts of James Cutchett
dent pilots have been gradu
New England athletics. He was also
—overconfidence.
Rockland residents no longei
On Thursday night of this week latter. The officers also found at who is supposed to be living in or
ated. Approximately 25 are
In view of Mayor Carver’s heavy interested in debating.
near Rockland: also the address of
lift up their eyes at the hum of
A special fitting course in Mr. the larceny of $5.10 in cash from the the Maddocks home a Kolster radio his mother, Mrs. F. A. Stevens.
training at the present time.
majority of two years ago it was not
a motor, so accustomed have
considered in the range of likelihood Moody’s (School at Mt. Hermon, 1899- off\pe of the Thomas Fuel Co. in Cam set. and are wondewing if anybody is
they become to the sight and
The second meeting of the Com
that he c,ould be defeated this year, 1901, fitted him for college. He was den. Entrance was effected by the shy to that extent.
The Rockland National Bank
, „„
sound of plane..
this view, at least, being taken by captain of Mt. Hermon’s championThe credit for cleaning up these mercial Club was held In the High
has watched with keen appre
ship football team in 1900. and won simple expedient of forcing a window.
School auditorium Thursday morning
those who did not hear the sound ot
cases belongs to Deputy Sheriffs
ciation the growth of aviation
The Curtiss-Wright Flying Servwith 60 members present. The senior
sharpening knives, and were being second honors in the declamation con- j Sept. 14 the cottage at Meguntiactivity in Rockland. It con
committee.
Myrtle
lulled into a sense of false security. test at commencement in May. 1901. | COok Lake owned by Mrs. William Ludwick and Gray, and it will do entertainment
vice, through its local base un
He entered the class of 1905 Col- Justice Lee of lBethesda, ,Md. Crock- much toward reassuring cottage own- Sprague. Anna Green, and Ivernia
gratulates the Curtiss-Wright
A brisk snowstorm came on, and
der the direction of Capt. Wil
, .
Moore, were in charge of the program,
scores of voters (especially women) gate College, and was elected vice ery, curtains, enamelware and, clothFlying Service, and Capt.
, ers.
liam Wincapaw,
has been
which consisted of: Selections by the
did not leave their homes—not be president of his class. He held the
Wincapaw,
on
their
accom

orchestra; reading from Henry van
largely responsible for the
cause they were not loyal to their cane in the last of the famous canerujhes in which the class of 1905 won,
plishments in Rockland and
Dyke’s essay “Why Sneer at Com
present popularity of aviation
party and their candidate, but be
WHO
CAN
RESIST
THIS?
fnWT'RMH by the score of 21-to 14. We
merce?" by Anna Green; vocal soles
offers its services in any way
cause they were so certain their also won second place in the fresh
in Rockland'.
by (Sybil Jones, and Freda Herrick .
votes would not be needed. The
in which it is the province of a
man declamation contest.
Courier-Gazette has heard of scores
At the present time eight
sound, progressive banking in
Mr. Pratt entered Brown Univer An Appeal For the Aged Poor and For Poor Chldren
The annual Methodist fair takes
of such instances, and so. doubtless, sity in his sophomore year because of
planes are in operation at
stitution to serve.
place Wednesday afternoon, followed
has the reader.
better educational conditions there.
Suffering From Malnutrition
by supper at 6 and the religious
He won second place in the* Carpenter
drama “Saint Claudia’’ under the aus
prize speaking contest in that year.
pices of Baraca Class at 7.30 in the
His fraternity was Theta Tau Delta.
$20 a week, with a family of six or auditorium. Mrs. Ida Simmons as
He graduated from Brown, Ph.B., ’05., Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
general chairman has a laTge corps of
About this time of the year you seven have money for clothing. Are efficient workers -who will offer an
having earned his way through col
there not enough friends in Rockland
lege by working as foreman carpenter have generously allowed me space in and out of Rockland who would like abundance of fanoy work articles,
during His vacations, in charge of a your paper for a Christmas and win
to send overshoes or larrikins to a aprons, cooked food, etc., for sale
ROCKLAND, MAINE
crew of ’men on several of the larger
ter appeal for the deserving poor boy or girl for Christmas? I will In the afternoon, affording oppor
buildings in Boston.
Send your Photograph
gladly give name and size to any tunity to purchase Christmas gifts.
Mr. Pratt entered Newton Theologi and old folk. So many persons are
one wishing to do so. Stockings and
anxious
and
desirous
to
do
something
cal Institution in the class of 1908 and
"Things have come to a pretty pass
It’s the one gift that only was secretary of his class two years. for others, but do not know just what mittens are badly needed, and quilts when
the fire department has to set
and
bedding,
where
there
are
little
to
do.
Perhaps
if
1
state
plainly
He represented the seminary at the
its own fires,” remarked Captain Fred
Rockland’s Oldest
Banking Institution
you can give
what
I
know
is
needed,
and
’
what
1
children.
Young Men's Theological convention
(’lieyne of the Central fire station
The last thing needed, and per crew Thursday. Acting under orders
in Dayton. Ohio, in December, 1907. discover in my rounds of visitation,
haps
the
most
important,
is
milk
for
the
people
will
find
an
answer
to
While officiating as student pastor
from the city he had applied the torch
babies and little children—those too to a shack off Railroad avbnue which
at Shirley, Mass., during the semi their inquiry.
ycung
to
go
to
school.
First,
let
me
state
that
Miss
Gert

nary course, the membership of that
had been occupied by a citizen re
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
In Rockland at present i much cently deceased. 'Many lives were lost
oc « s-ss-c
church was doubled and the old house rude Smith has volunteered her serv
poverty,
and
many,
many
lit!
e
chil

ices in helping me in this work, and
of worship was rebuilt.
In the conflagration which ensued,
EVENINGS
This was the beginning of a suc her experience as a social worker dren are suffering from ma I-nutri but they were “undesirable citizens.”
BY APPOINTMENT
tion.
•
Please
do
something
for
the
cessful career in the ministry. Grad in Soi^lh Boston is invaluable. Now
The. chemical stood by to protect
uating from Newton in 1908, with the for what is needed. There are three little children, if for no one else. other property In case of emergency.
147-148
Rockland
people
have
never
failed
degree of 1B.D., he received the unani old ladies needing very, very badly
mous call to become pastor of the some outing flannel night gowns—it to respond to a home appeal and I
A check for $1000 was this week
Brewer Baptist Church. That de need six. Then I am trying so hard feel sure they will not fail this time. sent by The Courier-Gazette to Mrs.
The
address
of
any
family
will
be
nomination in Brewer was at that to provide 50 pairs of girls' overshoes,
Vinnie M. Stuart, at her home in
time represented by only 90 members, and 50 pairs of boys’ larrikins. It given and friends can visit the home Etna, the proceeds of an insurance
and
see
for
themselves
the
real
need.
who worshipped in two rooms of the isn’t only for Christmas, but the
policy for that amount up( n the life
Odd Fellows building. The new pas <•< ldcr months of January and Febru Then, too, remember: Inasmuch as ye of her husband. Raymond C. Stuart,
did
unto
one
of
the
least
of
these,
ye
tor led the church in building one of ary I'm looking out for. Work is
an employe of this paper whose death
the most modern and useful build scarce, wages are low and children did It to me.
took place Nov. 16. The beneficiary
ings for religious education, social who go to school should have proper
Helen Corbett, phone 663-W
was Included in 'the group insurance
service and evangelistic endeavor in footwear. How r^in a man earning
Gertrude Smith, 847-J.
carried by this paper upon the lives
the State. During his live and oneof its employes, written with the
half years’ pastorate in Brewer Mr.
thou nothing to do with tliai just Travelers Insurance Co., of which
Pratt baptized 96 persons and extend
“SAINT CLAUDIA"
man. for I have suffered many tliingj- Clarence F. Joy is the local repre
ed the hand of Fellowship to 156
in a dream because of Him,’’ is the sentative.
members.
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ANOTHER IMPORTANT CAPTURE

Rockland Spread I/s Wings
Enthusiastically

Rockland National Bank

For Your

Personal Gifts

Pillsbury Studio

jcc-s

PAY FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EASILY

RADIO

OUR 1930

CHRISTMAS
JOINSAVINGS
CLUB

Model 91
nifisg

NOW OPEN

Shortly after accepting the call to
Brewer Mr. Pratt was married to
Miss Nettie May Bezanson of Everett,
Mass. There are three children—
Lydia May. Willard Stanley and Ed
ward Livingstone.
Mr. Pratt’s seven-year pastorate of
the Rockland Church marked a sea
son of prosperity. He*was interested
in whatever concerned the good of the
city, and did heroic service during
the epidemic of influenza which is
still remembered as one of the severI est visitations our people have ever
i known.
For nine years lie had been pas, lor of the historic Stoughton Street
i Baptist Church, which under his min
istry grew in membership and influ
ence. He was honored and respected
by his fellow ministers of greater
Boston, being at one time president
of the Ministers’ Association. His
executive ability and leadership was
to a large extent responsible for the
great success of the Royal Ambassa
dor’s (Summer Camp for Boys, held
each year at the Ocean Park grounds.
Mr. Pratt was the business manager
of the camp, and saw it grow’ from a
few boys to a camp with hundreds
and an enlarged equipment.

Religious Drama At Metho
dist Church Next Wednesday Night
The

powerful

religious

drama,

“t-alht Claudia,’’ is to be presented in
the

auditorium

Church

of

the

Methodist

Wednesday evening at

Class .promising to surpass in produclion and intereat ••The Rock" which
they presented last year. The play,
written by Marshall N. Goold In the
Shakespearian style of blank verse,
secured First Prize in the religious
drama contest of 1924, conducted by
the Drama League of America.

“Saint Claudia” is entirely true to
the Scripture narrative, and weaves
into the story much of the best of
early Christian tradition about the
wife of Pilate besides, it represents
clearly and forcefully the politica1
conditions which cowed the heart and
forced the hand of Pilate as he was
constrained to give Jesus up to his
murderers-.
The message Pilate’s wife. Claudia,
sends to him during the trial “Have

THE SANITARY SANDWICH SHOP

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

VouCanaot

BuyABetter
Radio

atanyPrice

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. ME

7.30

ocloek under the auspices of Baraca

FORMERLY “SIM’S SHOP”
Our phone number has been changed to

732
a private line, to give the public better service when ordering
Starting Monday, Dec. 11, we will deliver any order from six
sandwiches or more to any place in Rockland—except Saturday
and Sunday nights. This new service should give all the ladies a
chance to try our—

SPECIAL TOASTED LOBSTER SANDWICH
at 15 cents; also our Home Cooking of Brownies, Cup Cakes, Pies.
SPECIAL SERVICE TO THE STORES, SCHOOLS AND TO
PARTIES

147*11

one given in the gospel story, and
is the foundation of the later inter
view in which she tries to bring Pilate
bdek to his nobler self and reverse
the decree of < xecution.
There is a vivid portrayal of tin
*ears and flights of the friends of
tesus, those whom he had healed ol
lameness, blindness, leprosy a ml even
death. They all forsak^ Him and flee
and though Mary Magdala upbraidthem for it, she (ails to rally them.
The last scene is in the garden of
i ,|„w|)|, „f Arimathca, and thrill with

the resurrection story and immortal
love.
The »cenery is the work • f th<
members of the cast. Many of the
properties
are kindly loaned
by
Fuller-Cobb-Davis and lend Orlenta'
richness to tb‘‘ scene.
• Rev. Jesse Kenderdine is- coaching
th<- production and taking the part of
Judas Iscariot who betrayed Jesus.
The roles of I date and Claudia are
taken by Ralph U. Clark and Mrs.
Shirley Rollins.

HANCOCK COUNTY BRIDGE

Permission for George H. Glover to
construct a private highway bridge
across Panders Bay. Hancock coun
ty, is provided in a bill Introduced in
the House by Representative Nelson.
Mr. Glover, who is "of Palm Beach,
Florida,’’ his heirs, executors and ad
ministrators and assigns, are named
in the bill as authorized to construct
the bridge and it is stipulated that the
'bridge Is to he built at a point suitable
| to the interest of navigation across
1 the narrow water of the bay. eonnectI ing the lands of Mr. Glover on the
! mainland at Sorrento with Howard
j Island, which Mr. Glover also owns.

There is a vast difference between
the man who is afraid to cheat and
the man of honor.—Walter Linpmann.

!•'. S. Philbrick was much interested
in A. F. Dunton’s account of an “old
time hauling bee’’ as he was present,
and helped put some of the rollers
under the “shoes” on which the
building was irfoved. He a so is
quite sure his father was the “boss
hauler." the man that stood on the
crossbar and gave -the orders. He
also helped tear down 'that same
building many years later, and still
later helped I. ^1. Conant build the
lumber into his cottage on the shore
of Hobbs’ Pond. "Mr. Dunton is doing
a good job writing up those old time
happenings,’’ says Col. Philbrook.
“The next job I have for him is to
write up an old lime barnraising.
Go to it friend Dunton.”

YOUR 1-AVORITL POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rulo to read some poetry and listen
to some niusir at least once a week. The loss
of these tables Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
PEACE ON EARTH TO GENTLE MEN

Come wealth or want, come good or ill.
Let young and old accept I heir pari,
And bow before the Awful Will.
And bear it with an honest heart:
Who misses, or who wins the prize,
Go. lose or conquer as you can
But If you fall, or if you rise.
Be each, pray (Jod, a gentle man.
A gentleman, or old or young!
Bear kindly with my humble lays;
The sacred chorus first was sung
Upon the first of-Christmas days;
The shepherds heard it overhead-The joyful angels raised it tlien :
(Hory to heaven on high, it said.
And peace on earth to gentle men.
My song, save this, is little worth;
I lay the weary pen aside,
And wish you health, and love, and mirth,
As fits the solemn Christmas-tide.
As fits the holy Christmas birth.
Be this, good friends, our carol still—
Be peace on earth, be peace on earth,
T‘» men of gentle will.
William Makepeace Thnel^pij
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Rockland, Me., Dec. ”, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lfddle who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of Tho Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Dec.
1929, there wn
printed a total of 6220 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

When a man’s ways please the Lord,
he maketh even his enemies to be at
peace with him.—Proverbs 16:7.
THAT CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

We notice that the top of the
center-table has ibeen swept of its
accustomed reading matter, and in
the place thereof is presented a com
pany of hooks associated with the
Christmas-time. It is a family cus
tom, annually observed. The coun
tenances of old and valued friends
look out at us from the midst of
these grouped pages, calling us to
ccme and renew with them the inex
pressible joys of the world’s greatest
holiday. From the Christmas books
of Charles Dickens a glorious host
of long-time acquaintances step for
ward to take us by the hand. The
English Christmas scenes painted by
the unerring Ten of Washington Irv
ing again yield themselves to a
delighted quickening of the imagina
tion. Poets and writers of many
names and countries set forth their
contributions in prose and verse for
the reawakening of an atmosphere
Impossible to describe, but, once
apprehended, inseparable from the
yuletide season.
If this implied renewal of con
tact with these writings by masters
who have dealt felicitously with a
momentous theme, suggests a delib
erate going out in search of the
Christmas spirit, we frankly admit
the Impeachment and boldly recom
mend the process. Whatsoever things
are lovely and of good report are
•worth our seeking after. If at this
time you bring yourself into fellow
ship with these people, who, begin
ning With the amazing expereince of
the shepherds on the Judean plains,
have made of the story of Christmas
an epic tale like nothing else in litera
ture, our word for it, you will arise
from that company a better man, to
whom shall be vouchsafed a memo
rable Christmas.
OF CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
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SOME

immortal poem

YEAR

OLD

LIONS

COAST ARTILLERY

Sam Walter Foss’ “House By
Some Interesting Notes Con
the Side of the Road" Is Have a Birthday Party, Entertain Lots of Friends and
cerning the Knox County
Caper About Promiscous Like
Read Everywhere
Batteries
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
AVill you kindly reprint “The House
by the Side of the Road,” by Sam
Walter Foss.
Elvira W. Hqjey
Interlachen. Fla.
[The poem for which the correspon
dent calls is rated as the finest
written by that lovely fellow whose
life was all too short. It is the best
known and oftenest cal led-for of any
of his writings and is destined to lit
erary, immortality. This paper fre
quently gives it place in its Favorite
Poem corner find is glad now to re
spond to the correspondent’s request.
—Ed.]
• • • •

The

Rockland Lions Club cele- I organized one and one-half years ago,
brated its first anniversary Thursday there were but seven clubS in Maine,
night and let out a roar that dem since which time the total has in
creased to 22. The new Bluehill Club
onstrated the sterling character of is to have its charter night Wed
its infantile lungs. The Camden- nesday and about a week later the
Rockport and Belfast clubs sent dele new Castine club will have a charter
gations, while the Bangor and Port night. The newest dub is Guilford,
where the Chamber of Commerce was
land clubs w?re represented on this
converted into a Lions Club, with 50
happy occasion.
*
charter members.
The exercises were held in Hotel
Walter W. Morse’s tel gram offer
Ki rkland s service hall. beneath ing congratulations on the Rockland
which is the attractive grill especially Lions Club s successful achievements
fashioned for the Lions' occupancy and extending best wishes was round
by Thomas F. Keating, who is a mem ly appfeuded. Another papular enter
ber of the local club. The dining tainer was Ted Johnson of St. Get rge.
THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD
“He was a friend to man, and lived in a room was decorated with Lions pen whose songs an.! yodelling to the ac
nants. the waiters wore Lions caps, companiment of a mandolin, brought
house by the side of the road." Homer.
and if anybody had any doubt as- to many recalls.
There are hermit souls who live withdrawn
the nature of the gathering it was
The concluding f ature of the pro
In the peace of their self-content :
There are souls, like stars, that dwell apart
quickly dispelled when the “Lions’ gram was the interesting talk made
In a fellowless flimement :
roar was given under the direction by G. A. Harris, general passenger
There are pioneer souls that blaze their paths
of “Patchy'’ Savilie. who was ie- agent of the Grand Trunk Railroad
Where highways never rau :—
But let me live by the side of the road
nick named “Bossy Gillis” by one of Co. supplementing motion pictures
And be a friend to man.
•
his victims.
which made one fairly yearn to join
Kirk's Orchestra furnished music that five weeks' personally conducted
Let me live In a house by the side of the road
while the tempting chicken supper excursion trip which is to be made
Where the race of men go by—
The men who are good and the men who an I was being servied. relieved at in from Montreal to Vancouver in 1931.
bad.
tervals by the familiar Lions songs Mr. Harrison said that the Grand
As good and as bad as I.
and specialties.
Trunk and Canadian National RailI will not sit in the ^corner’s seat.
Dr hurl the cyuics ban ;
•Rossy Gillis," Ken White and A1j v ays constitute the longest railroad
Let me live in a house by the side of the road Jones sang a topical song to the tune in North America. with a trackage of
And be a friend to man.
of “How Do You Do?’ which con 23.000 miles. The equipment in
I see from my house by the side qf the road,
tained hits at the expense of King cludes. 3564 passengers and 126.309
By the side of the highway of life.
Mon Charles T. Smalley, A. E. Brun- freight cars, 70 s. earners and 11
Th* men who press with the ardor of hope
berg. E. Stewart Orbeton, A. L. broadcasting stations. Riding fr< m
The men who are faint with the strife.
But i turn not away iroin laeir suiues nor Briggs. Frank F. Harding. Edward Montreal to Vancouver the passen
their tears—
Gonia. F. A. Winslow and Thomas F. gers are constantly in touch with the
Both parts of an infinite plan :—
. utside world by radio.
Let me live in a house by the side of the fad Keating.
* * • »
The- program was fallowed by
And be a friend to man.
An improvised male quintet com dancing, the whole rounding out an
I know there are brook-gladdened meadows prising Robert A. Web^f^r, C. Earle occasion which will be remembered
ahead
Ludwick. George Gavz^Thomas Keat- pdeasantly.
And mountains of wearisome height :
That the road passes on through the long ing and “Bossy Gillis’* sang a senti- j
*
afternoon
The anniversary committee com
mental selection,
which (or the manAnd stretches away to the night.
.
...
..
But .still 1 rejoice when the travellers rejoice
of singing it) affected the audi- prised Amory B. Allen. Blake B.
And weep with the strangers that moan.
ence almost to the point of tears. Annis, Louie L. Aylward. Edward
Nor live in my house by the side of the road Meantime the 83 men and women O’B. (Ionia. Russell D. Gray, Albert
Like a man who dwells alone.
. , ...
. _ . . ,
seated
at the d:ning
tables were dis- C. Jones, Thomas F. Keating. Wallace
Let me live in my house by the side of the road i cussing a menu which
included M. Little. Kenneth V. White an 1
Where the race of men go by—
grapefruit cocktail, olives, mixed President Smalley. There was also a
Thcy Vhev^'snong*" b‘d' they *re W“k' ’ SWeet P
‘
CleSk
Cream
tOniat
° soup, ladies* reception committee on which
piclesk. cream tomato
roast stuffed chicken, currant jelly, served Mrs. Charles T. Smalley, Mrs.
Wise, foolish—so am I.
Then why should i sit in the seorner's seat
brown gravy. Waldorf salad, mashed Amory B. Allen. Mrs. Blake B. Annis,
Or hurl the cynic’s ban *
potatoes, green peas, apple pie. a la Mrs. Edward O’B. (Ionia,- Mrs. Rus
Let me live in my house by the side of the road
sell I). Gray. Mrs. Albert C. Jones.
mode and coffee.
And be a friend to man.
King Lion Smalley voiced the gen Mrs. Thomas F. Keating. Mrs. Wal
eral regret thit Commissioner Gus lace M. Little, Mrs. Kenneth V.
Tapley Sturtevant, organizer of the White.
The Rockland Lions Club, Vhich is
Rockland club could not be present.
It was explained that he is busy in starting so auspiciously on its sec
ond year is thus officered:
Bath organizing a new club.
Charles T. Smalley, president: E.
Former District Governor Fred H.
<5*Gabbi fulfilled his agreement to Stewart Orbeton, first vice president;
Virgie F. Studlev, second vice presi
The honor roll for the first quarter “pinch hit,’ and again demonstrated
his admirable qualifications as a dent; Carlton E. Morse, third vice
presents the folio wing:
story teller. He paid a nice tribute president; Axel E. Bu*nberg, secre
Freshman Honor List
to Lion Keating, who then presented tary: Ralph E. Nutt, treasurer. The
4 A’s—Mary Stockbridge. Walter the club with the new bell for yhich members are: Amory B. Allen. Willis
Staples, Velzora Look, Nicholas Pelli- it had been hankering, and who had H. Anderson. Blake B. Annis. Louie
cane, Robert Allen.
previously^een the means of erect L. Aylward. Hamlin B. Bowes. Al
3 A’s—Mildred Sweeney, Merton ing a metallic road sign for the Lions. bert L. Briggs, Harry H. Brown,
Sumner. -Charles Ellis.. Helen Ruben *Mr. Keating had been quite ill for James F. Burgess, John W. Burns.
stein , Gladys Overlock. Elizabeth several days, hut gallantly remained Harold G. Cole, Burton E. Flanders.
Clark. Marion Rackliffe, Evelyn Has through the exercises, and got a great George W. Gay, Edward O’B. G -nia,
kell, Alice Gay. Feme Brown. Carol hand for his generous act in present Russell D. Gray. Frank F. Harding,
Gardner, Shirley Barbour.
Frank IL Ingraham, Albert C. J mes,
ing the bell.
Nothing below B—Helen Ross. MilThe felicitations of the Rotary and Thomas F. Keating. Ernest O. Ken
ton McAuliffe. Mary Foster. Virginia Forty Clubs were extended by E. FV yon, Harold
Leach. WaJlac.e M.
Post, Edith Morse. Maryon Kellar. Brown and L. B. Cook, the respective Little. Maurice F. Lovejoy, t* Earle
Helen Gordan, Marguerite Hamilton. presidents, the latter expressing the Ludwick. Parker S. Merriam. Benja
Everett Frohock, Priscilla Saunders, wish that the three organizations min J. Philbrook. Harold J. Philbrook.
Clyde Callahan. Richard Britt. James might have a get-together during the Henry M. deRochemont. Rich.!id F.
Breen. Bernadette -Snow. Ernestine winter.
Savilie, Ronald K. Somes, Eug- ne E.
Simmons. Doris Polise, Everett Ma * District Governor William H. Hol Stoddard,
Rowland J.
sgatt.
son. Avis Lovejoy, Mary Green, Irene man. who declared at the outset that Robert A. Webster, Kenneth V.
Billado.
he is not a candidate for re-election. White, Albert Winslow. Frank A.
said that when the 41st district was j Winslow.
Sophomore Honor List

High School Notes

Every-Other-Da'

First Sgt. Martin Richards Battery
E (Camden) has reenlisted for one
year.
• * • •
Sergeant C’arence H. Pendleton.
Battery E, was discharged Nov. 30
and Private Herbert L. Gary, Battery
E, was discharged Dee. 6.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO,

DAY AND NIGHT SALE
Every piece of merchandise in this great store on sale for eighteen
days at greatly marked down prices

• ♦ * •

The following members of Battery
G (Rockland) were discharged Dec. 1
because of change of residence to
another State:
Privates Stephen
Cables, David Colson and Shirley
Friend.
Privates Alfred London
and Charles Tihbitts were discharged
or. the same date because of change
of residence within the State. Pri
vate Charles Robinson was dis
charged Dec. 4 by expiration of his
term of enlistment.
In spite of the storm Monday
night there was a large attendance
i»l the drill of Battery E.
Instruction
in the school oi the platoon was the '
■subject scheduled.

• » • •

Battery G at its regular drill Tues- J
day had another artillery drill, using
the moving target. The results’ of I
this drill were excellent.
• e

Wonderful 3-Piece
Living Room Suite!

Battery F of Thomaston Wednes
day night advanced its instruction
for. squad work and the combined
drill of the platoon. An extra large ,
attendance was in evidence.

* ♦ • ♦

*'
I
Major Ralph W. Brown, command
ing officer of the 2d Battalion, made (
visits at the regular drill of Batteries j
(I and F the past week.
• • • *
Capt. Carlton IL Hammond of Bat
tery E has a new position as State
agent for the Good Roads Machinery |
Company of Watertown. Mass.
• • • •
An interesting letter from Lieut.
Brubaker was received at Battery G
Tuesday, in which he states that he ,
is enjoying his new work. Just now ,
he is receiving instruction in the con
struction of the machinery, the sale ,
of which he will promote, following !
the instruction period.
• • * •
Major Brown, Captains Gray, Sa
vilie and Hammond. Lieuts. Feyler.
shute. Daniels. Hardy and Willard ’
are in Portland over the weekend,
students at the Regimental School
held in the Portland armory. They
will be quartered at the Falmouth
Hotel.

LAMP
Savings!
Bridge was $9.75
Junior was $12.50

$98

$5.95 eaJ

Christmas feature at an extra low price! Magnificently
designed! New style, larger arms!
More massive dis
tinctive proportion! Marvelous serpentine frame with
fashionable drop carvings! Gorgeous reversible cush
ions! Upho'stered in new design of Jacquard velour in
blended eoler tones! Davenport, wing chair and club
chair! Save!
V

Rope twist design,
brass plated bases
with large shades of
Icvely walnut or
green rayon, drumlined! Best of all—
give lamps!
1 Open An Account

SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

'.:V.

WITH THE BOWLERS

Cement No. 1 and the Fe'erals
were' everf Stephen when they start
ed on their third string Wednesday
night, but they could not follow the
fast pace set by the industrialists
and lost the maTth by 11 pins. Philbrook’s total was highest. The sum
mary:
Cement 1—Lynch, 270; Huse, 241.
Atwood. 270; Pomeroy, ,272; Cates.
266; total. 1319.
Extraordinary value! Low priced! Refined, charmFederals—Rackliffe, 260; Philbrook.
inti Q ality throughout! Semi-poster bed, five278; Benner. 248; Beach, 259; Tarry,
263; total, 1308.
drawer
lowboy! <6-inch dresser and French vanity!
• • • •
twc-toi
cd walnut veneers, other woods!
Burpee Furniture was nosed out by
a single pin in its first string with
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!
f'entral Maine Thursday night, Jput
thereafter had things all its own way.
Campbell led the way as to total, hut
4 A’s.—Fletcher Brown. Ruth Perry.
Clark had the highest string. The
Francis McAlary.
,
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS summary:
3 A’s—Fred Harden. Kenneth Or
Burpee Furniture—Campbell, 235;
cutt, Fannie Masalin, Flora Colson, i
Clark, 283: Hanrahan, 271: Thornton,
(By Barbara Hamlin)
Doris Blackman.
248: Beaton, 268; total, 1365.
Miss Van Doren. who has served
Nothing below B—Evelyn Segal.
Central Maine—Maxey, 275; Daris.
Lucy French, Richard Knowlton. ,
with the Dutch Reformed Church in 257; Freeman, 248: Daniels, 241:
Robert Hussey. Graham Hills, Mary
STRAND THEATRE
India for the last 26 years was the Merrill, 273; total. 1294.
Haskell.
A - wild party" without a cutback
* . • «
speaker at women's chapel Tuesday
is a departure from Cecil B. De
The Sheepskinners toppled exactly
Junior Honor List
morning.
She
took
as
her
subject
Mille's well known tactics, in ''Dy
1300 pins Thursday night, and this
All A’s—Cynthia Wasgatt, Walter namite.” which appears Monday and Mahatma Ghandhe. that man of India gave them a margin of 24 over
Gay. Thelma Blackington.
Tuesday. Modern parties, however, known the world over because he has Perry's Market. Young had the high
3 A’s—Helen Mattson, Dorothy Ma- ’ have so “stepped out” in both color made the statement that he believer. est string and total. T3ie summary:
gune. Rofoert Dunton.
and rapidity, believer Ee Mii.e—tha: In Christ but not in Christianity. A
Sheepskinners—Young, 283; Sim
Nothing below B—Charles Smith, ; his party of “Dynamite" etar.ds few years ago Miss Van Doren visited mons, 242; E. Stone. 273; Davis, 233:
Bernice Smith, Edna Ross. Lillias strictly on its own feet. \\ hen Tyler Mahatma Ghand'he’s communistic vil- Allen, 269; total, 1300.
i Reed. Rodney Murphy, Gwendolyn Brooke, Ernest Hi.lard and Nancy | lage where every-.ne is required to
Perry's—Small, 242; Abbott, 254;
MacDonald, Ellen Flagg, Orrin Brad- j Dover, musical comedy favorites, da some form of manual labor. New Melvin. 256: Schofield, 249; Norton
1 bury. Mary Lawrence. Charles Bick lead a bevy of merry-makers who in. comers are required to perform the 277; total. 1276.
nell. Joe Moore, Eleanor Beal, Gladys | vade the home of “Cynthia Croth- most menial tasks as a test of their
• • « •
Alley. Marion Weymouth. Phyllis ■
e
faith and sincerity. Miss Van Dorer
ers” ' whoopee” has started in th?
Coming Games
Snowman, Kosti Ruohomoa., Virginia best De Mille manner—with striking described Mahatma Ghandhe as a.
man of high ideals, unfaltering faith,
Richardson. Evelyn Pietroski. Bar- dresses and unique props.
Dec. 9—.Forty Club No. 2 vs. Dark
Of the and absolute simplicity; a man com
tholorriew I’ellicane. Harriet Moran
props a pair of stop-and-go garter parable in many ways to our own Horses.
A greater saving would be hard to find! Gift spe
(3), 'Mildred Sprague, Ellen Schildt,
Dec. 10—Street Railway vs. Central
J worn by'Julia Faye are expected to Abraham Lincoln.
John Peterson.
Maine.
cial! Massive proportion denoting elegance! Of
! catch the eye of searchers for the
• * • ♦
Dec. 10—Burpee Furniture vs. Ce
Senior Honor List
j striking.
walnut veneers, other woods. Gorgeous buffet,
The party of litis story by Jeanie I The first intercollegiate debate of ment No. 1.
The Broadway movie theatre that has
4 A’s—Aleada Little, William S.
Dec. !3—Faderals vs. Wholesalers.
table; 5 chairs, host chair and china cabinet!
t MacPherson serves as the light and the season will he held in the college
Rounds,
Annette
Segal.
set up a program exclusively of news
chapel Dec. 5. The question is "Re
County League
3 A’s—Robert Gregory, Frederick tilting background against which the (
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!
.
reels deserves to have success visit Hall, Laura Tehan.
Dec. 9—iKickapqo vs. Cement No. 2.
four principals, Charles Bickford, i solved. That the system < f trial by
jury
should
l>e
abolished,*
’
and
will
be
Dec. 11—'Perry’s Market vs. Water
the experiment. Whether the small
Nothing below B—Frances Chatto. j coal miner; Kay Johnson. Conrad.
debated by teams representing Tufts; Co.
Warren Davis, I Nagel and Julia Faye, of ultra-modcommunities could furnish support to Kennedy Crane,
and Colby. Norman D. Palmer '30.
Dec. 12—'Forty Club No. 3 vs.
a screen performance made up solely I Louise Dolliver. Anna Green. Clifford ' ern society, play out the most dra- of Hinckley. Harold F. Lamoine '32 of Sheepskinners.
„ , , .
, ,
Ladd, Albert McCarthy, Paul Mer- ' matic sequences of the plot.—adv.
Kennebunk,
and
Donald
F.
Poulin
’
31
of news is doubtful, but so highly d e. , rJam Ada Rlpley Myrtle Sprague,
Dec. 13—A. & P. vs. K. of P.
of Fairfield are on the C- -lby team and.
• * • •
this form of picture contribute to en- ^villls Sullivan.
PARK THEATRE
will take the negative side of the
Last night’s results; t A. & P„
joyment that it ought to he liberally
Today’s feature presents Ted Lewis ’question,
1345; Forty Club No 3. 1287: Whole
The Monday morning assembly was in “Is Everybody Happy’’—an all- |
patronized. When the news reel has
• • * #
salers, 1352: Forty Club, 1305.
addressed by Miss Lena Wvman of
had its brief moment in the program, the domestic science department, who talking-singing-dancing picture.
,t T
On Monday and Tuesday Will Rog mous Leo Tolstoy,
there is always a feeling of regret gave a very interesting talk on India.
roisi
gave a lecture last
Your rug problems can be settled
ers.
Ziegfeld
star,
humorist,
and
cowrunning through the audience that Miss Wyman formerly resided there. | boy philosopher, whose timely com- Friday night in the Alumnae build with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing.
By vote of the audience he ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
the enjoyment of th’e feature should Her talk was accompanied by Indian ; ments on current events are synditalked of present day conditions in street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
music and she also gave a demonstra
so soon he done yith. How would tion of the native costumes.
, cated daily in nearly 200 newspapers, Russia, describing the f ur classes rugs and return them promptly, like
makes his debut on the audible screen existing in that country At the pros new
it do for the theatres in smaller cities
124-tf
to try it out with one day a week CONCERNING FEDERAL ROADS ni the Fox all-talking comedy "They ent time. Of Jhe four, the peasant
Had To S<*e Paris.” With his wife class numbering some 125.000.000
given up to the news reel? It would
of At the Sic
Uncle Sam Would Give Maine $675,- renting a chateau in order to enter by far the largest. Count Tolstoy is:
g!North Nationl Bank
be interesting to note the reaction of
tain royalty in a style befitting their still predicting as he has been doing
106—A Coast-to-Coast Highway
rank, his daughter fixing her eye on for the last 10 years, that the fall of
that portion of the public who are so
Maine will receive $675,106 of her a.Marquis who, in turn, has his eye the Bolshevist government in Russia
often are heard to declare that the
on the family bank account, and his will be sudden and sure. He does not
news reel is "the best part of the share of $73,125,000 ’authorized by son finding new and uncertain free- believe that any government, based
By ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOC1ACongress as Federal aid for road
show.”
construction in the fiscal year 1931, dom in Paris’ famed Latin quarter, on the principles of the present on<
>
TION
FIVE HUNDRED MORE DEPOSITORS,
in
Russia,
can
he
lasting.
Secretary of Agriculture Hyde has Rogers’ suddenly rises to the oc
» • ♦ t
-»■
i;
We HELP YOU by DIVIDENDS which have been
It is with profound sorrow that his announced in compliance with Presi casion and decides to do a little liv
dent Hoover’s suggestion that public ing on his own account. The manner
Franklin P. Adams ’30 of Belfast
many friends in this vicinity learn of building plans be accelerated to pro- in which he asserts himself, dis
? at the rate of 55/2% PER ANNUM since 1905. Your
has been initiated into Kappa Phi
the sudden death of Willard Pratt, mote business and prevent unemploy- guised as an effort to acquire cul Kappa,, an honorary educational sof
deposits enable us to HELP YOUR NEIGHBORS
He had a high vision of the obliga- ment.
ture and a broader point of view, | ciety.
Allocated on a basis of area, popu- brings to the audible screen some of
Miss Ruth Young ’30 has been
tions laid upon the Christian minisJ AND FRIENDS. They are loaned to them on FIRST
, lation and mileage of post roads
try, and in his several pastorates. Texas wi„ receive the largest share the best comedy moments seen in the chosen to play the position cf right,
When considering the choice of a banking con
theatre this season.—adv.
:• MOR TGAGES ON REAL ESTATE in this vicinity,
wing
on
the
Varsity
hockey
team.
including that of seven year in this $4 545.930. Only six states will re
Miss Justina Harding, Miss Evelyn
nection, the two most important things are safety
•• which is the best security obtainable anywhere. Your
city gave the last full measure of his , ceive less than Maine, four of them the borough. Mr. HsU’vey said in his I Blatt and .Miss Louise Dyer, students,
letter that if discussion of the proj i spent the Thanksgiving recess in
and service. You are sure of these two valuable
physical and intellectual strength in , also being New England states.
monthly deposits may be as LITT LE AS $1.00, or as
Funds allocated to New England ect were necessary he would place
service to others. We. never knew a states follow; Connecticut. $477,- “Mr. Shepherd’s time and service at | Camden.
factore^at thio Bank, which cordially invites your
Miss Marguerite deRochemont ’33
f
MUCH AS $50.00, or any sum between, and they
man less moved by selfishness. The |893; Rhod^ Island, $356,625; Massa your free disposal.’*
He said the I - pent Thanksgiving at -her home in
Checking
Account.
chusetts
$1,090,022;
New Hampshire | highway construction would be ope i Rockland.
i; may start at any time.
WHY NOT COMMENCE
world, and in particular that boy
, $365,625; Vermont $365,625; Maine, means of “promoting the prosperity”
population of it among whom Mr. $675,106.
£
NOW
?
Ccme
in
and
find out more about the
of the country.
Tf your Christmas shopping is not
Pratt was doing a wonderful work,
all done call at 187 Broadway Sat
•:J» ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIAGeorge U. Harvey, borough presi
has parted with a splendid friend.
KelW and Cohen were having din urday p. m. ami see their hand made
dent of Queens, in a letter to Presi ner together. Cohen helped himself articles and novelties.
146*147
£ TiON. We love to answer questions and our office
There’s no -better sliding anywhere dent Hoover proposed the construc to the larger fish, and Kelly said:
tion
of
a
20-foet-wide
coast-to-coast
is at 18 School street (first floor) opposite the Post"Fine manners ye have. Cohen. If
Kale of hand decorated article?.
to be had than on the long stretch of
Middle street hill. But the young highway from Maine to the State of I had reached out first I’d have taken • hina, shades and the latest novelties.
Rockland
,
:•
office.
Washington,
to
cost
$900.000,(UML
the smaller fish.”
sportsmen should have the protection
Big discount on china.
Myrtle
i;
i35stt
The plan was conceived by Fred ' “Veil.” Cohen replied, “you got it Strong. 30 Knox street, Thomaston.
of a traffic officer at the Broadway
Shepherd,
engineer
of
highways
for
didn
’
t
you'.*
’
Tel. 44-3.—adv.
146-147
Intersection.

The city's chief business street is
rapidly taking on a holiday appear
ance good to see. The green of pine
and spruce is always agreeable to
look upon, and greatly so in these
later times when the colored lights of
electricity lend their striking illumi
nation. These effects in decoration
are this time apparently to surpass
all previous years and the effect at
night-time is to be most striking. If
the display shall help to urge early
shopping its results will be two-fold.
The people of this vicinity have had
released to them a large sum of
money for their holiday buying, and
this is a grand thing for business and
general community prosperity. The
people are going to spend this
money now—that is chiefly what
they saved it for—and if they will
make that delightful holiday gesture
without procrastination into the final
hours, they will thereby doubly con
tribute to the success of the season.
The papers of the country are every
where urging their readers to do this
thing, following the suggestion of
President Hoover that there shall be
given no opportunity for business dej .1 „♦
pression to -be hinted at. and that
storekeepers shall be given assurance
•by this early buying that their fousiness is not to drop. Your early
Christmas shopping will be a great
help to the clerks and yourself, but
more than that, it will help add to
the welfare of the whole country.

Marvelous New 4-Piece Bedroom Suite!

119

qfeltesS

Elaborate 9-Piece Dining Room Suite!

$115

!

Two Most

Important Things

North National Bank
Main©

- WANTED

TALK OF THE TOWN

ON MY SET
The name of W. W. Perry of

Howard Ludwig of Gloucester Is |
visiting in this city.

The Rockland High School girls’
basketball team plays the Maine i
School of Commerce Jan. 1st.
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Every-Other-Day

Camden came in last night from
WEEI as contributor of a clever
slogan for ‘‘Bailey’s Baked Bean
Butter,” in connection with the
regular feature of Capt. Bailey
and the Widder Dyer. A slogan
from W. F. Coombs of Vinalhaven
was also read.

METHODIST FAIR
AND SALE
AT THE VESTRY '

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11
Afternoon and Evening
Articles of Every Variety on Sa'e
In the Evening the Play

UUinMH!

uuuw

“ST. CLAUDIA”
Supper at 6 o’clock. Tickets

1 niru

iiuuiuhi

The Gospel Mission services will be
held Sunday afternoon at 2.30 con■Owing to weather conditions the
EOo
' ducted by James Clark and in the
Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts, will
Dr. Winfred Morgan Hartshorn
: : MENU ::
not have its hike this afternoon.
Boiled Ham
Scalloped Potatoes l evening at 7.30.
of New York, who has relatives
1
and friends in this city, will
Mashed Turnip Cabbage Salad
1
The members of Golden Rod Chap
broadcast over WRNY Tuesday,
Fruit Jello, Whipped Cream
“The Conquering Church” will be
ter, O.E.S., are asked to attend the
Dec. 10, at 12.15., His subject,
Assorted Cake
Coffee Hot Rolls
used by Pastor L. G. Perry as sub
funeral of the late sister Mrs. Maud
“Rights of Childhood.”
ject of his morning address at Little
Glidden Sunday at 2 o’clock.
field Memorial church Sunday at 10 20
CAMDEN
This morning's weather pre
and at 7.15 his topic will be “Is It
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore sailed I True?’’ There will be special music
diction: Snow today and possi
The Sewing Circle will meet at the
from New York .Monday on the Ca- I at both services. Bible School meets
bly Sunday.
American Legion hall Monday at 2
nadian Pacific liner Empress for a at 11.45 and B.Y.P.U. jft 6.15.
o’clock, followed by supper for mem
trip around the world. Their first
The first news received in this
bers and their families. The regular
city of the sudden death of Rev.
stop will be at Maderia, then through
meeting in the evening promptly at
At the Congregational Church to
W. L. Pratt came in the form of
the Mediterranean and the Suez morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
7.30.
(’anal to China, on to Honolulu, preach on the subject “Gaining Con
a Boston Globe ^bulletin over
WEEI yesterday morning. The
Sandwich Islands, and to California. trol of Our Lives When Overfussed
Miss Esther Stevenson Is substi
extent to which that service is
They will return to Camden in April. With Care.’’ Church SchoQl at the
tuting in place of Mrs. Lilian S. Cop
being followed here may be
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Goodwin left noon hour. The Comrades of the Way
ping tomorrow for the music of the
judged from the number of phone
Thursday for Dover, Fla., where will meet in the Vestry at 6 o’clock.
Sunday school and the
Senior
calls immediately received at this
they will spend the winter.
Midweek service next Tuesday eveY.P.C.U. service dt the Universalist
office.
Mrs. Marston Beverage entertained ' njng al 7 30 o’clock,
Church.
the Twilight Twelve this week at her j
• » »
The Methodist ladies hold their fair home.
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Gov. Cobb will address the Forty and sale Dec. 11. afternoon and eve
Mrs. C. Wilkes Babb will entertain
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
Club Monday noon as a part of the ning, at which time the religious the Monday Club next week.
morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
graduate member program. There drama “St. Claudia” will be given.
At the meeting of Amity Lodge,
will be an orchestra in attendance A public supper is to be served at F.&A.M., last evening, there was work Subject of lesson sermon. “God the
Only Cause and Creator.” Sunday
with other special features. The oc 6 o’clock.
in the third degree. A scallop stew
School at 11.45. The reading room is
casion is in charge of Fred C. Black.
was served at intermission.
located at 400 Main street, over
Spanish
War
Veterans
meeting
will
What is a Horsman doll? That
Daniels’ jewelry store, and is open
The Knox Bar was represented at
be held Monday evening.
each week day from 2 to 5 o’clock.
Law Court in Augusta yesterday by question comes frequently to George
The
W.C.T.U.
meets
Tuesday
after

• • • •
A. L. .Miles, Frank H. Ingraham and B. Orcutt of the F. J. Simonton Co. noon with Mrs. Joel Fernald, Trim
Rev. Charles D. Crane will occupy
O. H. Emery. The cases argued were following advertisements in these street.
the pulpit at the Church of Immanuel
those of Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. the Cam columns. Mr. Orcutt explains that
The body -of the late Mrs. Mary
den Lumber Co.; and Mrs. Bean.vs. Horsman dolls are probably the Wardwell, ?2, of Medford, Mass., for (Universalist) Sunday morning at
standardized best in doll manufac
10.30, subject “Gold. Frank Incense
J. W. Ingraham, et als. . *
ture. The firm has the only com merly of Camden, was brought to and Myrrh.” The quartet will render
this place Wednesday for interment the anthem “O Lord How Excellent,”
Some 1200 boys from all parta of plete line of these life-size, unbreak
in the family lot in Mountain Street Galbraith and Mrs. Morgan will sing
the State are assembled in Lewiston able dolls east of Portland and dis
cemetery. The body was accompanied the contralto solo "A Little Prayer.’’
today for the older boys’ conference pose of an unbelievable large number
by her son Charles W. Lee of Detroit. Hamblen. Church School and Knick
held annually under auspices of tie every year.
At the meeting of Seaside Chapter, erbocker Class will meet at noon:
Y.M.C.A. The conference closes its
At the meeting of Penbbscot View O.E.S., next Monday evening, the an Junior Y.P.C.U. at 3 o’clock, Dorothy
three-day session tomorrow. Cyrus
nual inspection will be held. Supper Dimick, leader and Senior Y.P.C.U. at
Pinkham, Nelson Rokes and Graham Grange, Glencove Thursday these
at 6.30.
6 o’clock, Frances and Dorothy King,
Hills of this city are in attendance. officers were elected: Master, Dr.
Mrs. Harry Pendleton entertained leaders.
( Jr
Lloyd Richardson; lecturer, Jeannette
Oliver Ilurd was before Judge
1 Philbrook:_steward. LaKorest Smith; the Friday Reading Club yesterday.
ler yesterday charged with removing overseer. Frank Richardson: assist Mrs. £tta Bracy was the reader.
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
There was a special meeting of the
a portion of the fence at As), 1’oITit ant steward. Clarence Lamson; chap
Churqh the subject of the morning
ladies
’
auxiliary
tq
Canton
Molilain,
Florence
Philbrook;
treasurer,
cemetery. He pleaded “nolo," and the
sermon will be “Is the Trinity Dogma
case was continued to Dee. 16, when Charles K. Gregory; secretary, Inez neaux. Patriarch-s Militant, I.O.O.F. Helpful To the Life of Today?" The
Packard;
gatekeeper,
Maurice
Greg

Thursday
evening.
The
order
was
in

Mr. Hurd will be let off with payment
choir will sing “ Send Out Thy Light." SL
of court costs if the fence is restored. ory; Ceres, Nina Gregory; Pomona. spected by Alice Bridges of Auburn, Gounod, and Mrs. Ruth Koster Hoch JJf
Smith;
Flora,
Gladys
associate president of auxiliaries of will sing “Trusting in Thee," Robert
The respondent maintained that an i Therese
lady assistant steward. the department of Maine, A short | Coverley. Sunday School convenes at
injury and sickness have prevented Seavey
Georgia
A.
Lamson.
The
officers
will
entertainment was given and re- ] 12 noon. Epworth League will meet
him from doing so sooner.
lie installed the second Thursday in freshments were served.
at 6 p. m. with “Helping Get Rid of
January.
Rehearsals for the faculty play,
Mrs. Ethel Burkett entertained the War In the World," as the topic for 1
“The Patsy," scheduled for the eve
Philathea Class last evening at her discussion which .will be led by Frank
King Hiram Council. R.&S.M held home on Washington street.
ning of Dec. 19 are progressing sat
Gardner. At the evening service at
its
annual
meeting
last
night,
electisfactorily. Opportunity will again I
Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Arey left this 7.15 the subject of the monthly bio
lie afforded to use the artistic new png these officers: J. E. fttevens, week by motor for Melbourne, Fla., graphical sermon will be, “Wycliffe,
scenery which made its first appear- illustrious master: A. li. Borgerson. where they will spend the winter.
the Morning Star of the Reformation."
ance at the Forty Club’s recent pro- deputy master; Edward Gonia, P.C.
A public supper will be served Owing to the fact that the annual fair
duction. Proceeds are to be devoted
W.; J. A. Richan, treasurer; this evening at K. of P. hall from 5 is to be held on Wednesday there will
to redecorating the auditorium and Charles L. Robinson, recorder; Dr.
be no church family night program on
to 7.30. Tickets, 35 cents.
the down-stairs corridors.
M. O. Stephenson, C.ofG.; Judson
The following boys are in Lewis Tuesday, but the regular prayer
___
\ D. Crouse. C.ofC.; Hiram H. Crie,
meeting will be held at 7 o'clock. The
An auditor from the State Highway ' steward; Ralph U. Clark. M.ofC.; J. ton and Auburn this week attend Bible study subject will be "Why
Commission yesterday completed an E. Roberts, sentinel. These officers ing the 22d annual boys’ conference: Jesus Taught in Parables."
examination of Clerk of Courts Grif- were installed last night by Past Willis Stahl, Oscar Chapman, War
fin'3 books dealing with fines and Grand -Master J. A. Richan, assisted ren Prince. Thomas French, Judson
“Some Saints Singularly Situated"
Stanley
Young,
Edward
costs resulting from infractions of b.v J. F. Burgess as grand marshal. Lord,
will be the subject of Mr. MacDon
the automobile laws. The checkup The Council has conferred the de Blackington, John Miller and Dwight ald's sermon at the First Baptist
covering a period of nine years, was grees upon 35 candidates the past Lord. They were acompanied by John Church Sunday morning. The choir
100 percent perfect earning for. Mr. year, and with a membership of 965 Taylor.
With the business section of Cam number will be “Come To My Heart
Griffin the auditor's statement that ranks as a close second among the
Lord Jesus,” Ambrose. There will be
den lighted with gaily colored elec
it was the best kept record he had Councils of the State.
a contralto solp by Mrs. Kathleen
tric lights and a huge Christmas tree
found in any county.
CHRISTMAS CLUB
The novelty dance given by the on the village green, the town this Marston. A growing Sunday .School
will meet at 12 o'clock to study the
Kenneth Knight of Rockport was Old-Fashioned Singing School Mon year will present a very beautiful subject “Helping Neighbors in Need."
CHECKS CASHED
fined $10 each. on_ the following day evening was well attended de appearance during the holidays. The The Endeavorers have an interesting
313-319 Main Street,
charges, in Municipal Court yester spite the severe storm. The dances tree will be kept lighted until the topic for their discussion at 6 o'clock,
day.
Hunting without a license, were confined wholly to those of “ye New Year.
"What is Back of our Chraitmas Giv
Specialty numbers
trespassing on Henry Kontio’s blue olden dlays."
December meeting of the Board of ing?” The people’s popular service
berry lands, hunting foxes in closed were given by Mrs. Winnie Horton Trade at the Y.M.C.A. Dec. 11.
will be held at 7.15. The hymns used
season and hunting with hounds on and Mrs. Minnie Miles in readings, F.
in the praise hour will be selected by
the Bog gam?'preserve. He appealed. H. Sanborn in a musical reading,
members of the Curtiss Flying Serv
NORTH CUSHING
Edwin Libby Belief Corps Thursday
Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts,
Frank Roberts of Belfast was fined a Ruth Dondisand Florence Dean in toe
ice. “When Love Slunes In." will be
r ---meets Monday afternoon in the Uni night elected these officers: Presi
nominal sum for not having his hunt dances, and Robert McIntosh in songs.
sung
by
Junior
voices
and
“
Tarry
The
school
also
sang
selections.
All
Mr. and Mrs. Hibbard Young had
versalist vestry at 4 o’clock. The four dent. Mrs. Bessie Haraden; vice
ing license with him. Both arrests
With Me," Nicolai, will be sung by
were made by Game Warden Davis. the members were in old-fashioned several guests at supper Thanksgiv Faith Udmer and S. T. Constantine. girls who have passed their tests with president, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton;
costume, the scene being attractive ing Day including Mrs. Carrie Young.
secretary, Mrs. Velma Marsh; treas
The choir will render, ' Exceedingly the exception of the signalling are
Misses
Regina
Cash,
Frances and colorful. Miss McIntosh, organi Harold Young, Mrs. Blanche Killeran Abundantly." Gabriel. Mr. MacDon asked to go to Mr. Thompson’s office urer, Mr% Mary Cooper; chaplain.
Spear, Clarissa Richards, Sara Sim zer and director, plans to give a pub and family. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mar ald will take as his suhpect. "The over the Central Maine Power Co., at Mrs. Ella McMillan; conductor. Mrs.
Adelma Mullen; guard, Mrs. Nellie
onton,
Ethel
Tolman.
Angelina lic concert on an ambitious scale some shall and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Saun Flying Fighter’s Message.” In the 4 o’clock.
ders.
Smith; past president. Mrs. Maud
Mazzeo, Evelyn Sorder. Phyllis Mc time in the month of February.
•Cables. Next Thursday the annual
Miss Ada Killeran returned to Port prayer and praise meeting on Tues
Laughlin having completed the pre
Col.
B.
C.
Moran,
Sr.,
chairman
of
day
evening
the
pastor
will
begin
a
The Christmas bazaar held at the land Friday.
campfire for the G.A.R. veterans will
liminary •course for nurses at Knox
Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Dolliver enter series of talks on the subject, "Some the Democratic State Committee, an be held, with dinner at noon followed
Hospital, received their cups Thurs parish rooms of St. Peter's Episcopal
nounces
that
the
organization
will
Christmas
Trail
Blazers."
by an entertainment.
day and Were entertained at an in chufeh Wednesday proved most suc tained Mr. and Mrs. Chadbourne of
meet in Hallowell probably Dec. 18.
formal gathering at the William Bok cessful. The various articles on sale Bangor, Leslie Feyler of Thomaston,
The
fact
that
a
dinner
will
be
served
SOUTH WARREN
To John A. Karl & Co.: “We are
Home For Nurses.
Miss Arlene disappeared rapidly, the "grab hag” Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Banks of Rock
at the Worster House surprises no
in the form of four orange trees win land and Mrs. Dolliver's parents, Mr.
satisfied that no better radio set than
Kossuth, class of 1930. and Miss
Thursday evening was one long to body who knows of the Colonel’s ad our present Screen-Grid Models can
ning especial attention by its novel and Mrs. William Foster, Thanksgiv
Genevieve Green, class of 1931, act
be remembered by Good Will Grange. miration of the Worster House menu. be produced either by ourselves or
idea. The supper tables were hand ing Day.
ing as hostesses. This group com somely decorated in red candles and
Mrs. Margaret Montgomery and A large delegation was present from
by our competitors. We will continue
pletes the class of 1932.
greens, while a profusion of ever children returned from Warren Sat Wessaweskeag and mmbers from oth
Last year Miss Bicknell could not to manufacture and sell the present
er granges. Eighty-five sat down to
green trees. Christmas greens and urday.
supply the demand for luncheon sets Atwater Kent line throughout the
The W.C.T.U. met yesterday with glowing red paper was used in the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Latva, Rich the harvest feast. The 3d degree was That Is the reason for her big stock spring season. Signed, Atwater Kerit
Miss Anne V. Flint. The program rooms. The various committees em
ard Latva, and Mrs. LaGrove of conferred on four candidates by W. M.
Mfg. Co.”
145-148
topic “What are we doing for the braced: Fancy work. Mrs. W. M.
Fitchburg. Mass., and Mrs. Edward Fernald and the 4th degree by Hon. this December, 12 Knox street.—adv.
Young People of our Community?" Little. Mrs. Thomas Foley and Mrs.
Day of Chester. Vt., returned to their Obadiah Gardner. A voluntary pro
in charge of Mrs. Edith Tehan. was George Davis; aprons. Mrs. R. D. Sa
gram was carried out, followed by
carried out as a questionnaire, and ville and Mrs. John Thomas: cooked homes Sunday after passing the holi speeches by the visitors among them
evoked much lively discussion, which food. Miss Nettie Clark; orange tree day with their father Herman Latva. Mr. Gardner and Gilford Butler. Such
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Bachelder of
resulted in the appointment of a com grabs, Miss Mary Buttomer; candy.
Martinsville, Mr. and Mrs. Bdw. Kin a meeting cannot fall to arouse new
mittee to draw up a resolution to bo Mrs. Alexander Browne; handker
life in a grange. Good Will is al
placed before the next meeting as to chiefs, Miss Mary McIntosh; supper. ney and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Caddy of ways delighted to welcome all visit
what can be done in a community way Mrs. Alton Decrow; dining room, Miss St. George were guests Sunday of ors. Come again.
Mrs. Ida Smith.
for social work among the youtjg
Friends of Horace Lermond are
Margaret Buttomer.
Mrs. Nettie Starrett and McClellan
people. On this committee are Mrs.
Gillchrest of Thomaston are guests asked to send him a post card shower
Edith Tehan, Miss Villa Burroughs,
Dec. 13. Warren (R.FjD.) Mr. Ler
of Mrs. Foster.
TENANTS HARBOR
.Mrs Clara Emery and Miss Alena
That Suits Your
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney of South Cush mond is in very poor health and his
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Allen
were
the
Young.
friends can help brighten the sick
victims of a bunch of jolly serenad- ing recently visited Mrs. Alwilda Da
Taste
and Purse
room by sending him a card.
On the assumption that Charles M. ers Nov. 25, at Morris’ hall, more than vis.
Nelson
Spear
had
the
misfortune
to
Richardson has been elected mayor 100 being present. The newlyweds
fall and sprain his wrist recently.
BORN
there is considerable speculation as were first captured when they were
Fred Robinson and Virgil Robinson BAKER—At Knox Hospital. Rockland. Nov.
to who will fill the subordinate offices. being entertained at a dinner party
28, to Mr. and Mrs. William Baker ( Beulah
Inc.
of Providence are guests of their par
The prevalent opinion seems to be at the home of,Mr. Allen's parents,
Lane) of Edgecomb, a daughter, Alice
Main & Limerock Sts., Rockland
Lane.
f
that all of the present incumbents Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Allen, with Rock ents, Mr. and .Mrs. Fred Robinson.
Eipil Laine went to New York
Mail Orders Filled
will walk the plank except City Clerk land friends as guests, the occasion Wednesday whence he sails for a visit St. CLAIR—At Quincy. Mass., Nov. 26, at
City Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard T.
E. R. Keene. Albertus W. Clarke was being Mr. Allen’s birthday. A few of to his birthplace in Helsingfors. Fin
St. Clair, a son—Robert Thurston, weight
said to be slated for this office, but it the serenaders quietly invaded the land. He was accompanied b.v his son
9% pounds.
is understood that the insurgents re home and bore the couple away to
Arno and. bride who go to 'bid him PARKER—At Rockland, Nov. 25, at—4<nox
fused to play if Mr. Keene was to be a nearby house where they were bon voyage and visit friends in New
Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. George M. Parker,
a son, Richard Saville.
dropped, so that most capable official adorned in a “becoming” wedding
York for a week after which they wil!
will be retained, and, if rumor is cor outfit, then carried to a decorated
return to spend the winter with Mrs.
DIED
rect. Mr. Clark will replace Charles
automobile, taking the lead in a noisy Laine.
MARSHALL-At Tort Clyde, Nov. 29, Oscar
H. Morey as city treasurer. John T.
H. Marshall, aged 50 years, 2 months,
procession through town, with Morris’
Berry is iff the public eye as a pos
days.
APPLETON RIDGE
sible city marshal, but an active can hall their destination.
GLIDDEN—At Rockland. Dec. 6. Maud B.,
Upon arrival at the hall they found
Joseph F. Moody is a patient in
vass is being conducted to find some
wife of Anson M. Glidden, aged 49 years,
on
10 months, 26 days. Funeral Sunday at 2
other eligible. Walter Larrabee, who themselves again having to obey or Knox Hospital following an operation
ders,
to
which
they
were
most
agree

o’clock.
was at first mentioned as a candidate
on his nose.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody ahd Mrs.
for city marshal, is- in the field for able, forming in line for the wed
CARO OF THANKS
road commissioner. T. E. McNamara, ding march, and going through a Ethel Moody and two sons were in
I wish to express jny heartfelt thanks to
mock
ceremony
under
an
arch,
from
a former commissioner, is also an
Rockland Monday.
Knox Hospital staff. Dr. Jameson, Dr. Frohock,
and
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley returned (Mary A. Bye. R. N., Christian Endeavorers^
avowed candidate for the position. which was suspended a wedding bell.
H. 8., 'Baptist Church, Willing Workers,
It is reported thfft JO. W. Pike would The very “impressive” service was home Tuesday after a five -weeks' stay A
W. C. T. V., Clover Class of Appleton. Rock
like to be city solicitor—an office now followed by a little stage act entitled at Knox Hospital following a surgi land L. T. L. and the many, many friends who
the "Bride’s Trousseau" with several cal operation.
remembered me with gifts, letters and cards
held by a Democrat. E. C. Payson.
Norman Perry. Kenneth Pease and during my five weeks’ stay at Knox County
of the boys on parade in the bride's
Hospital.
Chrystal L. Stanley
I am forced to dispose of a large part of
Watch out for "The Patsy” to be various gowns
(including night Harrie Stanley have employment in
Appleton
*
given Thursday. Dec. 19. by the fac gown and cap) which caused much Searsmont, setting poles for the Cen
my’huge stock of second hand furniture
ulty of the Hign School. Tickets are merriment among the guests. Musical tral Maine Power Co.
CARD 01^ THANKS
and new and second hand stoves before
We wish to express our thanks to the peo
now on sale and may be obtained from readings by Rockland friends were a
ple
of
Clark
Island and vicinity who assisted
any member of the Senior and Junior special feature of the evening’s en
moving into my new building
SIMONTON
in making the last days of Horace Bray more
High Schools. All 'tickets are 50 cents tertainment. The hall was prettily
Ladies of the Farm Bureau who pleasant and who so kindly asslstc«l us in
THIS WILL BE ^OLD REGARDLESS
and can be checked. Watch for decorated in pink and green. Ices have not been solicited for TUesday our bereavement: also for the beautiful floral
further notice of time and place lof and cake were served, also fancy night’s supper will please take sweet tributes.
Mrs. Horace Bray and Daughter
checking.—adv.
cookies, and dancing was enjoyed.
Milford, N. H.
food.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen were the recipi
Give magazines for Christmas: Sat ents of many beautiful gifts and ex
You are invited to attend the
urday Evening Post. 1 year, $2.00; La pressed their appreciation and thanks
DR.LINWOODT. ROGERS
dies' Home Journal, 1 year. $1.00; in a most grateful manner. They showing -of Christmas Gifts and Nov
elties, arranged by the “Community
Country Gentleman, 3 years, $1.00. were showered with liest wishes from
Workers’ where you will find gifts at
Osteopathic Physician
Fred E. Harden, the magazine man. th efriends present who had so Im
reasonable prices. The sale starts at
Tel. 35-W., Rockland.
146-147
mensely enjoyed the serenade and all 1 o’clock Monday, Dec. 9th at the
400 MAIN SIT., ROCKLAND
Rockland
Teh 427-R
I 7 Tillson Avenue
Wet agreed that Henry and Beular were store of IT. B. Barter,.227 Main street,
WANTED Washings ind Ironings.
washings 50c. .MRS, .1. N. HAMILTON, 134
TeJcphonee
1295;
Residence
253M
Rockland.—adv.
146*147
147*149 the bst sports ver.
ltanhiu BI. Tel. 169-W.

HOW ABOUT

A JJrarttral (lift?
We have marked for immediate sale about

'

40 better Dress and Sport Coats at

25% OFF

All Departments Now Showing Christmas Goods
H SENTER CRANE COMPANY

HR1STMA5
J FURNITURE
Practical Suggestions

Smoking Stands,
Spinet Desks,
Portable Phonographs,
Magazine Racks,
Dishes, per set,
Breakfast Sets, all styles,
Windsor Chairs and

$ .99 and up
18.95 and up
15.00 and up
149 and up
5.95 and up
12.95 and up
Rockers

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

CHRISTMAS
HEADQUARTERS
:; GIF T S::

Corner Drug Store,

Rockland, Me.

CASH OR EASY
TERMS AS DESIRED

The (business men of Rome had no . 1930 will be a year of slower,
more on Nero when he was fiddling soberer business, more business failduring that great panic of two thou- ures and fewer mergers, more swtat
sand years ago than the business men and less swank, more trust in investoC America have on our Congress | ments and fewer investment trusts,
which is fiddling so hopelessly today, more faith, less hope and less charity.
—-Roger Babson.
I—Leonard 1‘. Ayres.
|
!
|

FERNERIES
Get your fernery filled now before the Christmas rush
starts. We have a large assortment of Foliage Plants,
Ferns and,. Vines for filling ferneries—something different
from the usual run. We also use Sterilized Soil—call for
and deliver anywhere in Rockland or Thomaston.

CEMETERY WREATHS
Heavy Boxwood Wreaths, nicely trimmed witt Cones, Ruscus and Berries
Diameter over all—

16
18
20
24

$2.50
3.00
3.50
5.00

inches,
inches,
inches,
inches,

These wreathe placed on any lot in Achorn or Sea View
Cemeteries for Fifty Cents Extra

Clark’s Flower Shop
TEL. 1036-W

STRAND THEATRE BLDG.

ROCKLAND

1404148

We will give
ABSOLUTELY
FREE
an all-electric

Prices Smashed

Used and Reconditioned Furniture

Philco

New anil Second Hand Stoves

Radio
A ticket free with
every 25c
purchase
Mail Orders Promptly
Attended to

D. L. McCarty

Sale Starts MONDAY

Rockland Furniture Co.

Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block

You will be proud to have
this Philco Radio in your
home

*
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MAIL EARLY ANYHOW
If You Are Planning To Send
Christmas Gifts To Distant
Friends

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

Special Delivery Service

The use of a Special-Delivery stamp
will assure delivery on Christmas
Day. if mailed at the proper time.
Special-Delivery Service means the
handling and transportation of par
cels with the same expedition as firstclass letter mail as well as the imme
diate delivery at office of address. It
is obtained by affixing a Special-De
livery stamp of the proper denomina
tion. or its equivalent in ordinary
I stamps, in addition to the regular
p stage. When ordinary stamps are
j used, the words. “Special Delivery”
, must be written or printed directly
J below. But Not On The Stamps. It
i is urged that all mailers desiring im
mediate delivery of any matter
mailed by them affix Special-Delivery
stamps thereto. Special Delivery is
for speed and not for safety. Valu
able mail should be registered or( in
sured.

Or some other ache or pain pre
vents your keeping an engagement—
Remember Bayer Aspirin! For
there is scarcely any pain it cannot
relieve, and relieve promptly.

Where To Mail Parcels

These tablets give real relief, or
millions would not continue to take
them. They are quite harmless, or
the medical profession would not
constantly prescribe them.
Don’t be a martyr to unnecessary
pain. To colds that might so
easily be checked; to neuritis, neu
ralgia; to those pains peculiar to
women; or any suffering for which
Bayer Aspirin is such an effective
antidote.

For your own protection, buy the
genuine. Bayer is sa/e. It’s always
the same. It never depresses the
heart, so use it as often as needed;
but the cause of any pain can be
treated only by a doctor.

Uninsured parcels eight ounces or
less in weight may be mailed in street
letter or package boxes at all classi
fied stations and branches and at
such numbered stations as are desig
nated to receive parcels. Parcels
weighing over eight ounces can not
be mailed in street boxes, but must be
taken to the main post office or classi
fied station or branch. Parcels con
taining meat, food products, cut flow
ers or other perishable matter should
be mailed only at the main postoffice
or one of the large classified sta
tions.
Matter Not Mailable At Parcel Post
Rates

iDARTS!
♦
(By Duke Danton)
J
+
_
♦
•»•+•$+++++♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦

Postmaster Veazie passes on the
following Instructions relative to
Christmas shopping:

The next time a headache makes
you stay at home—

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD

■HFRDERT

iaN■4

ARE 10 MISTAKES IN THIS PICTURE

Just as the good housewife has to
keep up a perpetual warfare against
bugs, mice end coachroaches, so is
no session of congress quite complete
without the investigation of a lobby
or two.
• • • •
Why should a boy go to college
when he can learn to play football
and a saxophone at a prep school?
A good living at either job.
• • • •
How will the American citizen
know where he stands until the
judges get together and devise a uni
form ruling on the subject of the re
lation of the bootlegger to his
patron?
• • • •
Sir James H. Barrie says that the
name “Wendy” used in Peter Pan
is the best effort a little girl could
make to say "friendly.” The small
daughter of W. E. Henley was trying
to tell her Dad how "friendly” Sir
James Barrie had been on his last vis
it to the house, and “Wendy” was as
pear as she could get to it.

« • . *

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ava.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan j Island at 5.30 A. M..
Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Ylnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swans Island
about 6.00 I*. M.
132-tf

A small sports airplane averaging
but 100 miles an hour will approxi
mate $15 an hour for operation. It
must have cost Lindy something to
keep on the wing week in and ’week
out for the past two years.
• • • •
His age was 96. “.My dear wife,”
Probate Notices
he said, tenderly, as he took her hand
STATE OF MAINE
in his, "you see this engagement ring
To all persons Interested ln either of the
I gave you 70 years ago? Weil, I estates hereinafter named :
At a probate Court held at Rockland, in
paid the final instalment on it today,
and for the County of Knox, on the 19th day
and now it ls altogether yours.”

Charge Account If Desired
Each day sees Naw Merchandise
displayed. We mutt make room
for new goods coming in.
Get your share of the ‘Pickings.’’
Cold weather ia arriving fast.
We have a great line of Heaters,
Cook Stoves and Circulators at
very low prices; also a used Elec
tric Washing Machine.
Here you can buy at Great Sav
ings—and pay while using on our
Convenient Terms.
We Have Everything Needed To
Make a Home

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&8tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
AMBULANCE

SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay

highlit prica

• • « •

of November in the year of our Lord one
No lot toe larga; non* too imall.
thousand nine hundred aud twenty-nine* and
Stockmen in Kansas City are com by adjournment from day to day from the
Written matter in the nature of
plaining that the packers have cut nineteenth day of said November the follow
ing matters having been presented for the
personal correspondence can not be
good beef cattle down to $7.50 and action
thereupon hereinafter indicated it is
or write, car* of
inc'osed in parcels.
$10 a hundredweight within the past hereby Ordered:
Communications attache^ to partwo months, but that the consumer
That notice thereof be given to all persons
cels: A letter placed in an envelope.
Interested, by causing a copy of this order
VINALHAVEN
Herman Young at their home.
• has to pay as much as before.
to be published three weeks successively in
, addressed to correspond with the ad• • • •
„
,
Maxine McDonald returned to
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Reforonce: Any Poultry Raiaar
j dress
, . on
_ the
, . parcel ,and fully
. prepaid
Mrs- Emn’a Packard returned Camden Tuesday after spending her
Because of the excessive use of at Rockland in said County that they may
at the first-class rate, may he tied or Tuesday from Rockland.
Thanksgiving vacation in town with farming machinery, farm hands in appear at a Probate Court to he held at said
Aspirin ia the trade mark al Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticaciueeter of Salicylicaeid
o. er ae wcurely attached to the
Mrs p j Clifford has returned her parents. She was accompanied the West are coming under the pro Rockland, on the 17th day of December, A. D.
ou s i. e o
e parce n such manner after a few ,jays’ visit in Rockland.
as far as Rockland by her cousin. Mrs. visions of the workmen's compensa 1929, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon If they see cause.
“^ra
therefroum ! Four comforters were tied Thurs- Claudine Walls.
tion act, on a par with Eastern fac
Lewiston Friday, Saturday and Sun nna °
ERNEST L. MONTGOMERY late of Thom
HATCH BEFORE APRIL day are Lawrence Knight. Wendell car l°l °bSCUre the address on lhe day by the work committee of Union Rabbits are plentiful around Old tory workers.
aston. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
•
«
•
•
bate
thereof asking that said will may be
Church circle.
The housekeepers Harbor. One day recently two gunHoward and Harvey Calderwood.
A sailpr with a girl in every port proved and allowed and that Letters Testa
were Mrs. E. G. Carver. Mrs. Albert nets went out for a short time and
Result Will Be More Eggs, Scoutmaster Charles L. Knight, who Iniure or Register Valuable Mail
REPAIRED AND RELAID
mentary be Issued to Abbie E. Montgomery
has nothing on a man in Chicago of Thomaston, she being the Executrix named
All valuable domestic third and Carver, Mrs. Rebecca Arey, Mrs rtturned with 13 rabbits.
is visiting in Auburn, is the leader of
Inside and out. digging included,
According To the Records the group. The boys left on the boat fourth class mail should be insured, i William Burns.
who had to acknowledge to the court in said will without bond.
--------------------also pipes wired out.
that he had 13 automobiles, and a
FRANKLIN E. WATTS late of Thomaston,
Insurance fees: Value not exceeding
The Pilgrims met Wednesday witli
THdRMnikSP\/lI I F
Friday morning.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate there
girl for each machine.
Early birds get the worms in the
* nLJIXlXUlIXX. V 1 LUXSawers dug on naw and old build
The sale by the Unity Guild Tues- 15. 5 cents: not exceeding 125. 8 cents: Mrs. b. k. Smith and a New England
of asking that said will may be proved and
• • • •
morning if any, but in the poultry d
wag
patronized and netted not exceeding $50. 10 cents; not ex- ; boiled dinner was served. Those presMrs. A. \V. Thorndike who has been
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
ings and claarad whan plugged.
Cl
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Thousands who looked for the Le Issued to Emoline Watts Alden of Union, she
flock they pay better if they are a goodly sum to the ladies for their j eeeding .$100. 25 cents.
ent were Mrs. Jennie Patterson, Mrs. visiting her daughter Mrs. Justus
Casapoola dug and rocked up
hatched early in the year. Records work
, Coin, currency, jewelry, and articles Inez Conant, Mrs. Emma Smith. Mrs Mallard in Roxbury. Mass., the past onids, or shooting stars in Novem being the Executrix named in said will with
Prompt Service
kept by Maine poultrymen during the.
ber couldn't see them because the out bond.
The local stores ....
are .......,
arranging their i °* similar value should be sent as Pearl Fifield, Mrs. Montelieu Grindlc. month has returned home.
MARY L. DANFORTH late of Thomaston,
last seven years show: Those hatched slocks of christma, goods.
Sealed First-Class Registered Mail.
Mrs. Carrie Burns. Mrs. Susan HopAlton Ingraham of Boston spent curtain was down—the heavenly cur deceased, W’lll and Petition for Probate
before the first of April laid on the
The church orchestra has recon- Domestic Collect-on-Delivery Service kins, Mrs. Clvde Macintosh. The Thanksgiving week with his mother tain.
thereof asking that said will may be proved
• • • •
an Hallowed and that Letters Testamentary
average of 158 eggs per bird per year: vgned flnd
for th<? nrst t,
1 Domestlc third and fourth cIas8 i feature of the party was the appear- Mrs- Klenora Ingraham and grandTsl. 534-J.
S05 Old County Road
Edgar Wallace, the world's most be issued to Grace A. Flood of Burlingame.
mother Mrs. Harriet Carter, returning
.fter
L
„ at the church service last Sunday 1 matter may be sent C.O.D. from one ance of the stowaway.
California, she being the Executrix named In
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf
prolific writer, married the fastest said will without bond.
?nbt« b
of income to night.
’money-order post office to another.
The evening service at Union Sunday to his business.
Mrs.
and• family
HENRY B. WEBBER late of -Rockland, de
y
•
Harvey Ca’.derwooJ in Dr. Wood- Sealed domestic mail of any class Church will be devoted to the follow- yjl"
” Ada . Upham
u
• B
t f C and typist in all England, and that may
the owners the results are: March man’s car was chauffeur fora party prepaid at first-class rate of postage ing program of interesting numbers,
Will and Petition for Probate there
r’ ,ln ‘ rs’ eni'
r>an o
am account ffcr his being able to write ceased,
of asking that said will may be proved and
hatched chicks returned 97 cents per
den spent Thanksgiving ’Day with ' 18,000 words a day.
hour for time and labor; April to Portland Monday, returning Tues- may also be sent U.O.D. either as reg- as a good will offering:
allowed
and that Letters Testamentary be
• • $b *
relatives in Jefferson.
Issued to Annie L. Webber of Rockland, she
Voluntary
hatches paid 73 cents and May 63 day. Among those in the group were i istered or unregistered mail.
Lester
Merrill
and
son
Myrven
have
May
Connolly
plugged
her
man
being
the
Executrix named In said will with
Orchestra
Mrs. C. L. Knight, Mrs. Alvin Knight,
Fees for all unregistered C. O. D.
cents.
returned from a hunting trip on Lone Pete in the left leg because he didn’t out bond.
Hymns
Just why It ia that a large number Miss Alice Woodman. Wendail How- mail (in addition to regular postage):
Island. Biuehill. Mrs. Abbie Merrill start home when she told him to.
ORRIN B. AMES late of Vinalhaven. de
and Emery
Wooster.
of poultrymen and flock owners per- ,ard
-------------------,! 12
, cents,a when amount to be collected , Mixed quartette
accompanied them home after a nine Later, in a hospital, he admitted she ceased, Will and Petition for Probate there
slst in late hatching is because early
Friends who called Monday upon
not exceed $10; 15 cents when Lida Greenlaw, Blanc« Hanulton Klttrcl. weeks’ stay with relatives in Biuehill. was justified. He stands as a shining of asking that said will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
hatching requires equipment." says Harold Wooster at the Maine General * the amount does not exceed $50. and
Coomb,. Oscar C. Lant
Mrs. John\Pushaw, Sr., was hostess example for all husbands who will issued to Charles M. F. Ames cf Vinalhaven.
II. L. Richardson, extension poultry Hospital found him cheerful and -3 ce"ts’ "hen,3he am°Ut^ does "ot j
Mrs. Gifford
at a dinner on Thanksgiving Day. not go home whether shot or half shot he being the Executor named in said will
specialist, who summarized the re- making good recovery from his re- exceed $100. The C. O. D fee also I Prayer
without bond.
• • • •
Guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
FRANKLIN TRUSSELL late of Port Clyde,
suits of the above records. Continu- cent appendicitis operation. Faces i covers insurance for actual value Anthem
Harry Pushaw of Camden, Mr. and
Election day in Mexico—Nov. 17— deceased,
Choir
Will and Petition for Probate
ing he says: "Though the mother ! of North Haven people were a wel- ! against loss or damage up to $10 for . Duet
Mrs. Joe Pushaw, Lucretia Pushaw, "Mobilization of all available forces thereof asking
that said will may be proved
a 12-cent fee; up to $50 for a 15-cent |
Messrs. Coombs and Winslow
1 Raymond Worster. Elizabeth Howard iq great numbers kept down the death ana allowed and that Letters Testamentary
hen may be a matronly sort she come sight to him.
fee;
and
$100
for
a
25-cent
fee.
Con
I
Offertory
—
Selection
b?
Issued
to
Alice
T. Trusseli of Port Clyde,
i Angie Merrill and E. W. Lassell.
knows very little or nothing about
After a visit of a week at Dovertoll. The city presented a bristling
Orchestra
being the Executrix named in said will
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
agricultural economics. From this Foxcroft, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bev suit postmaster as to fees for reg
Mrs. Carrie Stanley is now hoard- military’ appearance throughout the she
Contralto
solo
without bond.
economic point of view she must be erage returned to North Haven Tues istered C. O. D. mail.
Blanch Hamilton Kittredge
' ing at C. C. Childs. Mr. and Mrs. day, as soldiers and police armed
Talaphone 723-M
FLORA E. WHITMORE late of North
I
Remarks
Parcels
For
Foreign
Countries
Edwin Powell with whom she has with side arms, rifles and machine Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
condemned as totally inefficient and day. They report the weather ex
848
Rev. P. J. Clifford
been have closed their house and are guns patrolled the streets and several bate thereof asking that sa'd will may be
unreliable.
She will not become tremely cold with the mercury 10 beParcels of mailable merchan Soprano solo
broody and bring hatches as early as low Thanksgiving morning, and down j dise may be sent (subject to cernow at Palm Beach, Fla., where they times went into action to quiet the proved and allowed and that1 Letters TestaMartha Beckman
nentary be issued to Ira C. Whitmore of
expect to spend the winter.
the market requires. We. therefore, to zero most of the time they were tain limitations and conditions) by Selection
rioters.”
North Haven, he being the Executor named
Messrs. Winslow, Coombs,
James Dornan and family of East
are obliged to resort to artificial incu Ujere.
international parcel post to all for- Male quartette—
•
•
#
•
in said will without bond.
Coombs, Lane
bation and brooding which after all
Union were guests of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Dr. Woodman's dog, a Scotch col- eign countries except Tristan Da Hymn
EMILY' C HITCHCOCK late of Rockland.,
Election day in Berlin, Germany,
ls far more dependable. The solution lie, is named Baldie.
C. Hemenway Thanksgiving Day.
Will and Petition f«,i Probate there-'
, Cunha. Foreign parcel-post pack- Selection
Nov. 17—"The day passed off fairly deceased,
of
asking that said will may be proved and
Orchestra
to the late hatching problem, there
Miss Wilma Hills of Union was a quiet with the exception of a few
(Formerly Judge of Probata)
Sunday night at the church Mr. ages should be mailed at the main
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
G.
Carver
enterrecent
visitor
at
U.
G.
Merrifield's.
fore, becomes one of equipping with Huse will preach upon the subj. ct • “ce or large classified stations.
clashes between Communists, Social Issued to The Rockland National Bank of Special Attention to Probate Mattera
standard and reliable incubation and
Linley
Merrifield
recently
shot
a
Owing to the long sea travel in- i tained the following friends Wednesists, Democrats and Nationalists Rockland, Maine. It being the Executor named
and Real Estate Titles
The kind of a girl for a man to
deer.
In said will all persons Interested having
brooding equipment.
So remem
One man was beaten to death by asked that said Executor serve without bond. Corner Main St. and Tfllaon Ava.
marry.” Next week it will be the vnlved as a rule and to customs in- I day at their home: Mr. and Mrs. L.
ber "Hatch Chicks Early.’
Cer
Miss
Madeline
Childs
is
visiting
S8tf
Communists and 337 persons were
'Kind of a man for a girl to marry." spection abroad. foreign parcels A. Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. George NewESTATE OF JOHN S. F BOODY late of
tainly have all chicks hatched before
s Charles Whitten in Winslows' arrested and taken from trucks for Rockiahd,
These are sermons for young people should be very carefully packed and bert, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver, 'T il
deceased, Petition for Administra
’
.
the first of May."
should be mailed In November.
and Mrs. Arthur Mills.
throwing stones at the police. The tion asking that Frank 11. Ingraham of Rock
Charles Lothrop, Mrs. Rebecca Da
"Hatch chick, early" is one of the and of interest to everybody.
land or some other suitable person be .ap
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett is spending the
election was equally quiet in other pointed
Admr. without bond.
vis
and
Mrs.
Annie
Marsh
of
East
steps in the Grow Good Pullets cam
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
week in Sanford, guest of Mr. and
cities of Prussia.”
STICKNEY CORNER
ESTATE OF MILES 8IDL1NGER late of
Union
were
Thanksgiving
Day
guests
paign which is now being put in ac
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Harold Johnson.
• • • ♦
Union, deceased. Petition for Administration
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McArthur en
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Lothrop.
tion by the poultrymen in the state.
Osteopathic
Physician
Mrs. E. M. Hall entertained the
If these elections were "quiet” as asking that Alice A. Hilt of Union or some
Albert Brown who was visiting at
Some of the most prominent poultryMrs. Albion Faulkingham is visit tertained Thanksgiving Day Mr. and Sewing Club Tuesday evening at her
By Appointment—Tel. 136
stated, a real live election would be other suitable person be appointed Admx. with
Mrs. Charles Cargill, Mr. and Mrs.
Lester
Merrills
for
a
short
time
had
men enrolled are: Martheon Doak. of ing her children in Jonesport.
bond.
home.
on the order of a massacre.
Graduate of American School of
Fred
Hallowell.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Curtis
the
misfortune
to
step
on
a
spike
nail
Belfast; Harold W. Clemente and C.
ESTATE
OF
GEORGE
W.
LT
’
DYVIG
late
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Leadbetter
• « • •
While at work at Leopold & Co.'s
Osteopathy
of Thomaston. Petition to Determine Inherit
C. Clements & Son, Winterport; Don of Camden visited relatives in town of Searsport and Mr. Berkhart of paving quarry Monday, Fred Mills while doing some carpenter work and
Most States have a definite speed ance Tax filed by Minnie A. Ludwig Admx.
Thomaston.
is suffering from blood poisoning.
ald Hatch. Auburn; W. L. Bonney, last week.
met with an accident caused by a He was obliged to return to his home limit for automobiles. The maximum
ESTATE OF OCTAVIA H.’ BARTLETT late
Brunswick; S, W. Hatch, Auburn:
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cramer rock falling onto his foot, crushing it
Rev. Helen Carlson spent Thanks
of Rockland, Petition to Determine Inherit
Notices ot Appointment
in Thomaston and is being attended is 35, 40 and 45 miles per hour. A few ance Tax filed by Elbridge J. Parker Exr.
Perley Gordon, Livermore; Joseph giving with her son in Portland.
spent Thanksgiving at their cottage
so
badly
that
he
was
taken
to
Knox
States do not fix a definite limit but
by
Dr.
Heaid
of
that
place.
I,
Charles L. Veazie. Register of 'Probate
Larrabee Bath; Ernest L. Southers,
“
Haven
of
Rest"
and
dined
with
Mr.
ESTATE OF DOROTHY’ M FEENEY’ of
Mrs. Ethel Farrow is visiting in
Hospital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pushaw- Jr., en have a sound and sensible law which Rockland, Petition for License to sell Real for the County of Knox,In the State of Maine,
Livermore Falls; Lewis de Wildt, Portland.
and Mrs. George Creamer at their
hereby
certify that in the following estates
Fred
Grimes
has
returned
frocn
tertained the following relatives at demands safe, sane and courteous Estate filed by Martha P. Feeney of Rocklaid.
Eli. t; A. W. Sterling, Kittery; Her
persons were appointed Administrators or
Capt. Allen Holt of Rockland visit cottage.
Wellesley, Mass., where he spent dinner Thanksgiving Day: Mr. and driving and gives officers the power Guardian, asking that she may be licensed the
bert Emery, Eliot: Frank Howgate,
Executors
and on the dates hereinafter in
Will Sayward was dinner guest Thanksgiving day with relatives.
to sell at private sale certain real estate
ed friends in town last week.
Mrs. Lewis Young, Mr. and Mrs. to make arrests when rules are not belonging to said ward situated in Rockland dicated :
Sanford: Frank E. Lord, Lebanon;
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Maddocks Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Frank Booth returned Tuesday Earle St Clair of East Union. Mr. and compiled with, no matter what the and described in said petition.
EDWIN JAMES TIPPETT late of VlualLord Brothers, of Parsongville; Her
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. C. E. Sargent.
from New York.
Mrs. Elmer Young and daughter of speed. Fixing the speed limit does
ESTATE OF JOHN AHO late of Warren. haven. deceased, November 12, 1929, The
bert Kezar, North Berwick; F. M.
resa
Tippett N’owbold of Vinalhaven was ap
Mrs. Lottie Light is caring for Mrs.
Maddocks.
not prevent bad driving.
What Petition for License to sell Real Estate filed pointed
Joseph Morton has returned from Rockport.
Piper, Rockland; Luther Carney,
Admx. and qualified by filing bond
The church fair held in the Com Elmer Creamer and balby.
drivers need to learn is caution and by YValter N. Aho of Warren, Admr. asking on the same date.
Clark Island.
Sheepscott and Mrs. Charles Hen
that he may be licensed to >ell at public or
munity room Saturday afternoon was
care. A law’ with teeth in it, regard private
Harry Brann and Gardie Pitcher
Ned Kittredge and Everett Billings
ISAAC E. PHILBROOK late of Matlnicus,
drickson, West Aina.
sale certain real estate belonging to
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
quite a success even though Lhe each got a moose recently.
deceased, November 12, 1929, Arthur A.
returned Tuesday from Rockland.
Whereas, Annette S. Kelso of (Philadelphia, less of definite speed limits, should said estate, situated in Warren and de Philbrook of IMatinlcus was appointed Admr.
scribed ln said petition.
weather was rather cold and dis
William T. Smith of Thomaston
The Indoor Circus at Town hail ha- Pa., by her mortgage deed dated the 12th day get results.
and qualified by filing bond on the same date.
NORTH HAVEN
•
•
•
•
ESTATE
OF
RICHARD
L.
SHUMAN
late
agreeable There were aprons, fancy was a business visitor Friday in town. been the attraction of tlie week. The
hwember, 1925. and recorded In Knox
ANDREW M. KILLERAN late of Cushing.
of Cushing, Petition for Allowance filed by
Tonight. Saturday, at 7.30, the work, dolls, candy, cooked food, cofMr. and Mrs. Abiatha Mank were popularity contest will be decided this County Registry of Deeds. Book 208. Page
The average tax on passenger auto Ylyrna
dtceased.November
19, 1929, Blanche M.
B. Shuman Admx. and widow.
224, conveyed to the undersigned a certain
Unity Guild gives an entertainment tee, hot d gs and the bg plum pud Sunday guests of W. D. Decosta.
Killeran of Clashing was appointed Admx.
Saturday evening and “Miss Vinal- parcel of real estate situated in St. (George mobiles in the United States is $22
ESTATE
OF
LAWRBY
’
IN
’
G
TON
MARSHALL
in the K. of P. hall.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond on the same date.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finn enter haven" presented a $25 wrist watch.
ding, which was a source of wonder
In said County of Knox, described as fol a year, and the average on trucks is late of Rockland. Petition for Distribution
:
Mrs. Albert W. Beverage was ca led and de Ight to the children. About tained at dnner Sunday 20 relatives
MABEL V. THOMAS late of Isle au Haut,
filed by Percy L. Hupper Admr.
$50. What do you pay?
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will lows
A certain lot or parcel of land together
« • * *
t
Bucksport recently owing to the $25 was netted which will be used for and friends.
ESTATE OF MABEL V. THOMAS late of deceased, November 19, 1929, Walter H. Butler
hold regular meeting Dec. 10 with with the building.*^ thereon located ln St
of Rockland was appointed Admr. d. b. n and
death of her sister, Mrs. Morris repairs on the church.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent had din work, followed by a box lunch.
And did you know that Ramsay Rockland. Petition for Distribution filed by qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Geotge, Knox County, Maine: Beginning at
lx wrer.ee. Miss Etta Beverage ac
Georges River at northwesterly corner of MacDonald, as prime minister of Walter H. Butler Admr. d. b. n.
Frank Emery who spent Thanks ner Thanksgiving Day at the Orien
ZEUMA R. COLE late of Rockland, deceased,
Lucille Davis of Auburn is the land
ESTATE OF ELMER E. THOMAS late of
formerly of Carrie G. Davis, known as
c mpanled her.
in Augusta.
giving in P rtland, returned home tal Tea Garden
______________
guest of her sister, Mrs. Henry the James Young Place: thence east south Great Britain, receives no salary from Isle au Haul, Petition for Distribution filed November 19, 1929, Carroll L. Cole of Rock
land,
was appointed Exr. without bond.
N rth Haven boys attending th» Tuesday.
east by said Davis land, 213 rods more or that office, but draws his salary as by Percy T. <j ir,ke Admr.
NORTH WALDOBORO * A birthday surprise was given Mrs less
CHARLES COLLAMORE late of Vinalhaven,
ii.ys' Conference at Auburn and
to the town road leading .from “Walls- Lord Treasurer. A prime minister
J. E. Dority of Damariscotta was
ESTATE OF CORA G. CLARRY late of
ton,” so-called, to Glenmere; thence north
Washington, first and final account filed for deceased, November 19, 1929. Frank H. In
in town Thursday.
graham of Rockland was appointed Public
Fred Jones and Guy ijmes were in John Wentworth at her home Mon- erly as road runs ter land formerly of John draws no salary. The prime minister allowance by Fred L. .Ludwig Admr.
always
holds
the
office
as
First
Lord
Admr. and qualified by filing bond on tho
S.
Stackpole,
known
as
the
Adam
Teel
Place
;
Rockland Saturday.
day evening.
Refreshments were
ESTATE
OF
LEONARD
A.
HALL
late
of
Mr. and Mrs. William McFarland of served and gifts presented by the thence northwest by line of said Adam Teel of the Treasury, and that office draws Rockland, first and final account filed for same date.
SOUTH WALEKDBORO
Place, K6 rods, more or less, to said Georges a salary of 5000 pounds a year, or allowance by Frances E. Hall Exx.
CHARLES IB. FRENCH late of W’arren, de
An annual event took place at the Christmas Cove and Mr. and Mrs. guests. Mrs. Herbert Conway, Mrs. River; thence southerly by said river to place about $25,000. The President of the
ceased, November 19, 19*29, Lester A. French
ESTATE OF WILLIAAf A. BL.YKE late of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur O. Forest Hall of Gardiner were at Al Max Conway, Mrs. William Claytor, of beginning; 41 rods in width, being the United States receives $75,000 a year, Rockport, first and final account filed for of YVarren was appointed Exr. without bond.
Mrs. Ralph Robinson, Mrs. Frank same premises conveyed by George B. Allen
WILBERT
ULMER lat- of Rockland,
Pitcher Dec. 1 when the entire neigh vin Eugley’s Thursday,
allowance by Carrie Blake Admx. c. t. a.
deceased. November 19, .1929, Harold P.
Mrs. Alice Morse is in Rhode Island Rogers, Mrs. Bernard Erickson, Mrs. to Annette Clay, February 15, 1908; contain three times as much.
borhood. joined with relatives and
ing 47 acres, more or less,
♦ • • •
ESTATE OF OCTAVIA H. BARTLETT late Ulmer of Rockland was appointed Exr. with
wherb
she
will
remian
during
the
Elijah York, Mrs. Alton Oakes, Mrs.
Rockland, first and final account filed for out bond.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
friends from other places gathered to
President Hoover is 5 feet, 11 inches of
winter.
allowance by Elbridge J. Parker Exr.
Herbert Morton, Mrs. William Chil- together with the buildings thereon situated
honor them, the ocasion being the
JOHN SULLIVAN’ late of Rockport, de
in St. George, Knox County, Maine, and in height and weighs about 192
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer passed les and Mrs. Lawrence Ames.
ESTATE OF GEORGIA CONDON late of ceased, November 19, 1929. James J. Sulli
63d anniversary of their marriage.
lx,utided as follows; Beginning at stake pounds.
The tallest -president was Rockland, first and final account filed for van of Rockport was appointed Admr. with
Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway enter and stones at Georges (River at land formerly Abraham Lincoln, who was 6 feet, 4 allowance by Alan L. Bird Admr
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Pitcher and Mrs. Judson Benner of Warren.
out bond.
tained friends at bridge Wednesday owned by George Brown ; thence East South
Nettie Drum «ere in the receiving
ESTATE OF (LENORA L. FISH late of
SARAH L. FARRINGTON late of YVarren,
Ednali Howard of Rockland is vis evening at their home. Two tables east by said Brown’s land three hundred (300) inches in height.
Appleton,
first
and
final
account
filed
for
al
tine, welcoming the guests.
Mr. iting her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
♦
•
•
deceased. November 19, 1929, 'Sidney A.
rods to land of Patrick Wall: thence North
lowance by Arthur D. Fish Exr.
were at play, honors going to Mar Northeast by land of said Wall and land of
Farrington
of Rockland and Leslie E. Farring
Pitch r, a life lung resident and living E. D. Mank.
There should be plenty of turkey
ESTATE OF OTIS A. LIBBY late of War ton of Warren were appointed Exrs. without
shal Drake and Max Conway. Sup Ripley forty-three (43) rods to stake and for Christmas. The government esti
n the p'ace that was his fathers,
Joan Burnheimer who is attending
ren, first and final account tiled for allow bond.
stones
at
land
of
George
Torrey
;
thence
West
married Dec. 1. 1.S66, Bertha Wln school at Kent’s Hlil passed the week per was served.
Northwest by land of said Torrey three hun mates indicated that the crop would ance by Ada Spear Admx.
ALICE M. PEABODY late of Warren, de
The Washington Club will meet dred and six (306) rods to said river: thence be 10 per cent over last year.
chenbach, and of this union there end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V.
ESTATE OF ORREN M. WOTTON late of ceased, November 19, 1929. Flora C. Peabody
tonight with Mr. /ind Mrs. Frank down said river as it runs to place of begin Weather conditions have been fav Rockland, first and final account filed for of Warren wask appointed Admx. without
were two sons. Felton, who died many V. Burnheimer.
ning.
Containing eighty-two and one-half
allowance by Sylvia L. Wotton Exx.
bond.
years ago, and Curtis whom nowElmer Orff and family of Nashua, Winslow, Cottage street.
(82%) acres, more or less, and being the same orable for turkey raising, and the
ESTATE OF LAWTIEYTNOTON MARSHALL
JAMES ,M. 41HAPLE8 late of Rockland, de
Walter Mills of Ol<l Harbor has premises conveyed To Annette Clay by ,Wil w’hole industry seems to be well or
lives in Milton. Mass. Mr. Pitcher N. H., are at Harold Orff’s. Mr. Orff
late of Rockland, first and final account filed ceased, November 19, 1929, Minnie E. Hoffses
has always been a staunch member is on a hunting trip and had the good taken up his fish weir and left Thurs Ham B. Schwartz by warranty deed dated ganized. Maine has produced an for allowance by Percy L. Hupper Admr.
of
Rockland was appointed Exx. without
day for Worcester where he has em January 17, 1908, and recorded Knox Regis unusually large number of turkeys
of the Baptist Church and treasurer luck to shoot a moose.
ESTATE OF ELMER E. THOMAS late of bond.
try of Deeds Vol. 143, Page 245; said prem
ployment
for
the
winter.
for many years. In town affairs he
Isle
au
Haut,
first
and
final
account
filed
for
ah,
I
CLARA
M. FARW ELL late of Rockland, de
this year, and turkey farming, once
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank, Jen
ises being known as the Adam Teel place.
ceased. November 19, 1929, Marcia W. FarJudson Rhodes of Worcester and
And Whereas the condition of said mort so successful in this State, seems to lowance by Percy T. Clarke Admr.
has been parti tularly interested, hav nie Mank and Lelia Whitehouse were
ESTATE OF MAURICE C. KEATING late well of Rockland was appointed Exx. without
sons Sidney of that place and Alvin of gage has been broken; now, therefore, by be coming back as a paying business.
ing served on the board of assessors in Rockland Tuesday.
of Warren, first and final account filed for bond.
Leominster, Mass., arrived Saturday reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
for 20 years. At this gathering at the
ask for demonstration
the said mortgagee claims a foreclosure of
allowance by N. B. Eastman Admr.
ROSETTA A. PRICE late of Rockport, de
and will occupy the Rhodes cottage said mortgage.
home there were guests present from
ESTATE OF MABEL V. THOMAS late of ceased, November 19, 1929. William H. Price
for several days before returning to
December 4, 1929.
Rockland, final account filed for allowance of Rockport, was appointed Exr. without
Damariscotta, Friendship and Wal
NORTH NATIONAL BANK,
by Walter H. Butler Admr. d. b. n.
bond.
their homes.
doboro village, besides those from
I8SS
1929
By B. F. BERRY, Cashier
ESTATE OF WILLIAM H. WTNKYVORTH
HARRIET E. BOWEN. Iat« of Rockland,
Elder Edwin Robertson of the Re
Milton, Mass.
STATE OF .MAINE
late of Rockland, first and final account filed Maine. Will and Petition for Probate there
organized Church of Latter Day Kno^^.
‘
December 4, 1929
for
allowance
by
Frank
H.
Ingraham
PqV.U<.
of.
asking that the will may be proved and
Keep the bowels open and take
Saints was in town Wednesday and
Seal)
Admr.
allowed, and the letters testamentary be is
To many wealth means larger
Waldobor*
Rothland Highlands
Signed
and
sworn
to
by
the
above
named
Witness,
MELZER.
T.
CRAW
’
FORD,
Esquire
sued
to Almon P. Richardson of Rockland.
Thursday, giving lectures at the
apartments on Park avenue, longer
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County, Maine, he being tho executor named In said
E. F. Berry, Cashier of the (North National
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
ROCKLAND
church with a stereopticon, showing Bank,
532 MAIN 8T.
strings of pearls, bigger motor cars
before me,
Rocklant), Maine.
will without bond.
Norway Medicine Co.
views of great interest. While in
STONE
<Stl
EN8M3N X)TI8
Attaat;
- .
and more reliable bootleggers.—Rev.
* on oriting and retiring
CtfXitLfeS L Ve.tzra, Bezister.
! tow» he was guest of Mr.-and Mrs. 14 7Notary* Public.
144-8-150 CHARLES T, VEAZIE RegUter.
143-148
Richard Lynch. ■ IHUBHIHHMi

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22

Al Rines, Warren, Me.

BAYER ASPIRIN'

WATER PIPES

S. E. EATON

REAL ESTATE

Farms, City Homes,

Cottages, House

and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK

tt

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

AMRAD
and

CROSLEY
RADIO

IN FIGHTING AGAINST

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

i|I

FLU-GRIP

BROWN’S RELIEF

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Two of the Analytic Symphony receiving end of our broadcasts all
Series published by the Oliver Ditson our old friends and many new ones."
The next afternoon Osborn came
Company have reached my attention
—Tchaikovsky's Symphony Number back with: “I happened to be listen
4 (In F minor) and Mozart's 'Sym ing to Rudy Vallee's orchestra on my
phony Number 47 (in E flat major). radio last night. It now gives me
These series are being edited and an great pleasure to state that our first
notated by I’ercy Coetschius, Mus. broadcast was fft>m a cafe in, New
I)oc„ and should make valuable addi York three years ago. before the
tions to the library of the serious gentleman in question was heard
pianist or piano student, Each vol by me. At that time my orchestra
ume contains a portrait and bio was made up of the Same personnel
graphical sketch of the composer and and Instrumentation and my voice,
a critique of the work. Mr. Goet- which is a part of me and unchange
able, also was functioning In the
schius says:
“This analytic edition of the great same manner. 1 am by no means
symphonies and other masterworks trying to insinuate that any one has
is" designed for the discriminating appropriated an original idea ot
lover of the best of music, in general mine.”
Aside from that the available data
and for the student, in particular. The
key to the fullest enjoyment of a records Rudy as playing his first
work of art is Appreciation, and this programs on the radio ln London ln
can result only from knowledge. One 1926. He began his presentations
must possess a sufficient knowledge from a 'New York station about Jan
of the fundamental harmonic rela uary. 1928. after completing his
tions to supply the artist's canvas;: schooling at Yale. Osborn fixes his
and must acquire an insight into tha first broadcast from WIM'CA, New
details of form and structure in ordeii York, some time in December, 1926,
to obtain a full, clear perception of or January 1927.
• • • •
the artist’s .creative .purpose, and o<
his mental and emotional operations
The similarity of the two orches
in achieving: that purpose. In a wordj tras and the two voices is really
the editor has endeavored to placa quite remarkable. I was listening
the student's mind in close touch with to the radio, rather idly not having
the mind of the master, so that ha consulted the radio page. A dance
becomes an inmate of the master's orchestra was playing in a delightful
thought, and can follow from step to manner and when a lovely crooning
step the movements of his creative voice began to sing I said to my chil
action.”
dren: ''Come and listen to Rudy.”
The price of these editions ranges (We are all ardent Rudy fans.) So
from 75 cents to $1.25. A full list of we eat there and listened—to Rudy—
the volumes may ibe secured by ask-, and when the number had ended we
ing Mr. Flckett at the Maine Music! heard—"This is Will Osborn and his
Co. to get one.
orchestra.”
* * * •
« «« •
It is cause for congratulation that
But to return to Rudy, the first
the Harmony and Junior Harmony , Khowin„ of hJg pl<,tlJr6 .The y
Clubs have opened their 1929-30 sea- i ,)on(i Lover" at Kel,h.„
,.oHland
son for it appeared dubious earlier in wgg ma(le a vcrltable celebration,
the fall that leaders could be •’I'0’J The Sunday Telegram Raid:
cured Worthy as the project is. But/ "In Ills quiet soothing manner, in a
when such music leaders as Mrs, style that no one can describe, Rudy
Faith G. Berry, Mrs. Leola Noyes, Valee sang to his relatives, friends
Mrs. Grace P. Armstrong and Mrs. and classmates at Keith’s Theatre
Vivian Hewett put their heads to Saturday afternoon .putting them at
gether and work out a scheme for once under the peculiarly hypnotic
continuing the work, it is most en influence that is his power over a
couraging to those who have the mu vast majority of Americans. It was
sical interests of our young people at Rudy's day in Westbrook, his home
heart. Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Hewett town, and the City tuhned out en
are carrying on the work of tlje Har masse to witness the New England
mony Cluib, and Mrs. Berry, Mrs., premiere of their famous first feature
Noyes and Mrs. Armstrong that of length film. Indeed, it was a fathe Junior Harmony, meeting alter- mlliar siR,)t tQ WMtch R(Jd „ft h,R
Kntn ‘___
___
« «
nqte .WodnovliiY
Wednesday pvpniners.
evenings.
Both
saxophone and, draw forth from the
clubs are planning a season's work tnstrument the crooning, sobbing
which promises greater interest than tones that Westbrookers hoard only a
ever before.
few years ago.”
• • • •
There has been much discussion In
,
. '
musical circles recently regarding the
Thp 18th Hpason of the Sunday aft
matter of applause. Listen to what
°rB»h
Philip .Hale had to say in the Boston
a <
Portland Ia.t
H
Sunday, Charles Raymond Cronhafn,
municipal
organist,
was
assisted by
‘‘Mr. Stokowski, who is never so
happy as when he is rebuking the Roy a. Nichols, baritone. The con
Philharmonic Symphony audience cert began a series of 20 Sunday aft
when in his opinion it misbehaves, ernoon programs, which will culml
was upset not long ago because there nate with Palm Sunday.. Mr. Cronwas applause between the movements ham has announced among his forth
of a symphony. Applause, he said, coming features a Christmas pro
was barbarous. It must have origi gram Dec. 22 by the Hlgii iSchool glee
clubs; the Portland Municipal Or
nated in a forest years ago; the clap
chestra Jan. 5; thq Varsity Male
ping of bands to show enjoyment of
Quartet from Boston, frequently
a performance was mediaeval. What
heard over the radio, Jtln. 19 and Wil
did he not say against the clapping
liam DeRoin from Providence in
of hands together? Yet the Psalm February.
ist urged the people to do this and
called upon the floods to clap their
The Lewiston-Auburn Philhar
hands. Isaiah made the same request
of trees. And when Mr. Stokowski, monic Club, one of the largest arid
the justly celebrated conversation most active musical organizations of
alist-conductor (Mr. DePachmann as the State, presented "The Chimes of
a chatting pianist being thus out Normandy” by Robert Planquette,
done) had ended his remarks, the au one of the most tuneful and (best
dience clapped their hands, which known of the older light operas, as
must have pained the good man their annual operatic offering on the
evenings of Dec. 2 and 3 ln the Em
deeply.
"What would Mr. Stokowski and pire Theatre of Lewiston. It is re
his excellent players say If no ap called that when Miss (Blouin. was
plause followed a performance: If here recently with the Philharmonic
hands were sedately folded by fair Club in an exchange program with
women or kept by men in trouser- the Rubinstein Club she said that (he
pockets?
Or would Mr. Stokowski music did not seem adapted for the
prefer the pounding of canes and um voices of many who had hitherto
brellas in approbation, with whistling taken part in the operatic presenta
perhaps and cries of Hot stuff' and tions and an entirely new cast would
•Atta-boyl’ from the younger bar be assigned, it was thought. Appar
ently that is what took place. The
barians In the audience.
"It is true that applause has no leading roles were taken by Dr. Henry
significance today; it is bestowed in Sprince, a well known Lewiston tenor,
discriminately. The good, the medi and Miss Mildred 'Scott, a promising
ocre, the poor performing on concert young soprano of the same city.
• • ♦ ♦
platforms are always 'heartily ap-In the page given over to questions
plauded.’ Not only by parent, rela
tives and friends; the herd follows answered by Graham McNamee I his
them, or some restless fugleman gives one Is noted: “Who is May Singhi
the signal in a distant corner. Ap Breen, now on tlie air With Peter De
plause enters into careful considera Rose?"
Mr. McNamee replies: “Miss Breen
tion of the psychology of the
liioli. Tlie dapping of hands is faint is a New York girl, known as the
only when a symphony, symphonic ‘Ukeleie Queen.’ She won success
poem, fantasia of genuine worth, but and fortune by being the first to srore
by an unknown and modern composer music for a ukeleie, and by proving
the 'uke' worthy of the attention' of
is brilliantly performed."
• • • •
a real musician. Site and Peter.De
A radio controversy has involved Rose are to be married Dee. 9. Tltifi
New York's two crooning orchestra is a radio romance, Miss IBrecn and
leaders, Rudy Vallee and (Will Osborn. Mr. De Rose having met in a radii)
Tho argument started before the studio five or six years ago.” This
microphones of WEAF and WABC, interests us particularly, in that Miss
NBC and CBS key stations respect Breen is a granddaughter of the late
ively. The orchestra of each is con Wellington Singhl formerly of Rock
ducted so that the rhythm is similar. land.
» • » e
Each also has the type of voice that
Felix Fox. distinguished Boston
lias led many listeners to mistake one
pianist, conclutfcd his interesting re
for the other.
The debate started with these cital in Jordan .Hall, Boston, last
words from Rudy: "I and my orches Saturday with a Valse-Caprice on
tra intend to go on. and for that rea Strauss themes by his teacher, Isldor
son, to any particular imitator or Philipp of Paris. All music students
imitators who may have, in tlieir in Paris have a lender feeling for this
adoption of our style of radio broad remarkable French pedagogue: for he
casting, taken our place during our lends an ear to all who seek him out
absence, 1 want to express my sincere in his home on one of Paris’ quais. It
thanks, in that we will find at the Is interesting to note that Ruth
Turner George of Thomaston is a
product of the Felix Fox studios, and
that (Leola Flint Noyes is studying in
Portland with a Mr. Fay who studied
n year with Philipp In Paris. When
Mr. and Mrs. Fox were driving
through this vicinity last summer,
they called on Mrs. George.

SUNNY
BABIES
UNNY, happy babies
get their sunshine all
winter long from cod-liver
oil. Give it th pleasant way
—Scott’s Emulsion. Tiny
mouths won’t pucker<
when you give Scott’s, j

S

SCOTTS
EMULSION
Summer Sunihine for Babies
iMlt Bm. BnolUM. M. J.
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Every-Other-Day

PORT CLYDE
Miss Elsie Puffer returned Monday
to her home in Lowell. Mass., after
spending two 'weeks with Mrs. Alice
Trusseli.
Lewis Marshall who has been ill for
Several months is now' improving
somewhat from a recent severe ill
turn.
Mr . and Mrs. Percy Hupper of
Stockton Springs were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. (Lewis Marshall over the
weekend.
Miss Dorothy Geele, nurse, who has
been at the home of Mrs. Alice Trus
seli the past two weeks returned Fri
day to her home in (Waldoboro.

Mrs. Olive Nichols of Rockland has
been here the past two weekn called

by the illness and death of her step
father Oscar (Marshall.
An evangelist campaign com
menced here Sunday. Pastor Walsh
preached on “Consecration," and
many came forward to the altar. A
large choir was led by Eugene Smith,
and meetings are to be held every
night.. Sunday at 2 p. m„ Sunday
School: at 3 o’clock preaching serv
ice. Pastor Walsh will speak on the
subject “Who is my neighbor?” and
Mrs. ‘Walsh will sing “Some one is
waiting for you."
The Willing Workers hold their
Christmas sale next Tuesday at tho
home of Mrs. Ada Brennan.
The evangelistic meetings being
held at the Baptist chapel are well
attended.
Mrs. Alden Hupper is spending a
few weeks in Rockland.
• • • •

WALDOBORO

Mrs. H. R. Smith has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Weeks,
at Cooper's Mills.
Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Stahl have
been in Portland.
Karl Hassner of Belfast has been
visiting at O. V. Hassner's.
The Star Club held an all-day ses
sion in the Masonic hall Wednesday.
A buffet lunch was served at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teele of Loudville are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Fitch.
Miss Elizabeth F. Genthner, who
has been in Boston for a week, has re
turned.
Tomorrow is Golden Rule Sunday.
Substitute a simple meal for the
usual Sunday dinner and send the
difference in cost to the Golden Rule
Foundation, 1 Madison avenue, New
York City, where it will be used for
Wilson-Carlson
the care of undernourished children
A pretty home wedding took place in tills and other countries.
There will be a Child Health Con
Thanksgiving Eve nt the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Wilson when their ference in the Baptist vestry Monday
son Donald Walker Wilson and Miss afternoon from 2 to 4 o't’loek for chil
Ruth Carlson of New York were mar dren under six years of age.
ried, the Rev. Sidney Packard offi
Rev. H. O. Megert has been in
ciating. After the wedding buffet Booth bay Harbor.
lunch was served. The bride wore
Mrs. Jessie Achorn and Mr." and
a very becoming gown of blue silk with Mrs. O. B. Libby of Warren have
cream lace; the bridesmaid Mrs. been guests of relatives In Ix'wiston.
Norma Morris blue silk.
Forest
The Woman’s Club met at the home
Morris was best man. Mrs. Ernest of Mrs. W. H. Crowell Tuesday
Wilson wore a very handsome dress afternoon. Following the quotations
of lavender. The couple have the and current events Mrs. H. H. Kuhn
best wishes of a host of friends. Don conducted the lesson in English. A
is very popular among his asso spelling contest was held in which
ciates. Miss Carlson is a graduate Mrs. H. R. Smith and Mrs. W. H.
of Sacred Heart Academy, New York Viles won the prizes. Those present
and a favorite with her classmates were MesdSimes E. T. Potter, S. H.
and, friends who wish her a very Weston, C. li. Stahl, E. L. White. F.
happy married life.
A. liovey, 11. H. Kuhn, W. M. Viles
• • • •
and tlie hostess. Mrs. Crowell. The
next meeting will be with Mrs.
Oscar H, Marshall
Oscar H. Marshall. 59, was born Weston when Mrs. White will read
Sept. 2, 1870 in Port Clyde, living a paper on Corot, the artist.
The following student of the Junior
here the greater part of his life.
Seven years ago he married Barbara High School have been awarded
Andrews. He united with the Baptist Palmer Method Buttons for profici
Church 37 years ago, remaining a ency in penmanship by the A. N.
member until his death which oc Palmer Co. of New York: Kathleen
curred at his home Nov. 29. He is Barton, Barbara Benner. Shirley
survived by his widow and one sister Burnes, Gladys Bruce. Genevieve
Mrs. Orris Hupper. The funeral serv Creamer, Annie Ellis. Mona Jones.
ices were held at Port Clyde Baptist Carlene Levensaler, M. Paul Piper
chapel Sunday, (Rev. A. A. Walsh offi of the 7th Grade; Arline Anderson,
ciating; Mrs. Walsh sang with harp Millicant Burnes, Lucille Colwell,
accompaniment "Beyond the Bar.” Dorothy Creamer, Mary Fossa, Mar
and duets were given by Rev. and jorie Hilton, Violet Jackson, Barbara
Mrs. Walsh, ''When the Pearly Gates LoVejoy, Elizabeth Mank and Vir
Unfold,” and “Beyond the Stars is ginia Rowe of the 8th Grade.
Home, Sweet Home.” Interment was
Waldoboro has joined with the 116
made in the Ridge cemetery.
towns and cities in Maine which are
conducting tlieir Christmas Health
Seal Sale by mail this year. In 1928
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall of the new method was tried in 36
Cushing spent Sunday with Mr. and places and proved so satisfactory that
other towns desired to try It, In
Mrs. R. J. Marshall.
stead of conducting a house-to-house
Mrs. Stanley Copeland has in
canvas or having the seals on sale in
stalled in her home a new Philco
stores the seals are mailed direct from
electric radio.
the office of the Maine Public Health
C. L. Fales was recently in Rock Association in Augusta to the towns
land on business.
and cities with stamped envelopes
Ralph Doe. Lewis Delano and Miss enclosed for those who do not wish
Ethel Vose were at North Waldoboro to purchase. Neighboring towns and
Saturday.
cities are using this method are
Austin Wou.-i has been employed Damariscotta. Newcastle, Boothbay
for a few days at Alex Raita's, while and Rockland. The funds derived
the latter was away on business.
from this sale are used to eliminate
Wentworth Bradford of Massachu tuberculosis by maintaining public
setts is spending a few days with T.B. clinics, purchasing of portable
his uncle, Riley Bradford.
x-ray for these clinics and assisting
Miss Calderwood of Union spent needy patients in preparing to enter
Monday with Miss Ruth Bradford. sanatorium or in taking home treat
Mrs. A. V. Grafton and Mrs. Stan ment. Since 1905 the mortality in
ley Copeland and daughter Ruth Maine has been reduced from over
spent Tuesday with relatives in 1500 annually to 500.
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall and
Point is visiting at her aunt's. Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Miller were in Rockland A. L. Burns.
Wednesday.
Mrs. May Hatch and Miss Ruth
Teacher (showing the class a copy
Bradford were at the viiage Thurs of the picture of Washington crossing
day afternoon visiting friends.
the Delaware): ‘INow, can any little
L. E. Burns was in Waldoboro this boy or girl tell me the name of this
week on business.
picture?”’
Eleanor, young daughter of Mr.
Small voice in the rear: “Sure! ‘Sit
and Mrs. Alfred Orne of pleasant down, you're rocking the boat!"’

)(?(),'>
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A cable from London says that | in a gold coffin in Alexandria. Egypt.
As Alexander the Great died in 323
Howard Carter, British archaeologist
B.C. and as Cleopatra. Julius Caesar
has set a new goal for himself. You
and Marcus Antonius did not develop
recall that Howard Carter is the gen the eternal triangle and play around
tleman who for many years has been , Alexandria until about 40 B.C., it is
prying into the private family affairs certain that Alexander the Great had
of one King Tut-Ankh-Amen who been lying quietly somewhere in the
was quite some important chap in vicinity for 280 years. Alexandria is
the 14th century, B.C. When this now a thriving seaport of about 320,column was written two years ago 000 population with substantial
from Cairo. Egypt, considerable buildings, tremendous shipping, and
space was devoted to a description is probably the most active city in
of the valuable treasures found in the I all Africa, as it is the northern termi
tomb of King Tut when Howard I nal of the railroad to Cairo, Port
Carter succeeded in opening the Said. Suez, and up the Nile. It is the
third and fourth chambers Feb. 16. 1 gateway to Egypt from all Europe.
« i * *
923.
Tut-Onk-Chaton succeeded to the ' To return to the object of Howard
Egyptian throne in 1358 B.C. He was Carter’s search. Alexander the Great,
the 11th king of the 18th dynasty. , conquerer of the world, was the son
He married the daughter of King of King Philip of Macedon. And
Amenophis IV., and then changed his Philip started the eternal triangle
name to King Tut-Ankh-Amen in I stunt, that Cleopatra, Julius Ccesar
1355 B.C., and moved to Theben, | and Mark Antony later used. Because
where he resided until his death, and Philip found a new love, and put
from him his- wife, Olympias, mother
where his grave was found.
The inestimable value of Howard ot Alexander, there was the usual
Carter’s discovery consisted not so scrap. Mother and son leave home
much in the richness of ornaments and go back to her brother, king of
of pure gold, and valuable objects, Epirus.
The plot thickens, as usual. In
furniture, vases, jewelry, etc., as in
the fact that for the first time in the trigue, treachery, and the old double
history of Egyptology a royal tomb cross all appear, and suddenly an
unknown chap gets to King Philip of
was discovered almost intact.
And now Howard Carter announces Macedon and gives him the dagger.
Before the astonished bystanders
that he has set a new goal for him
self. As soon as his work on the can say anything, young Alexander,
tomb of King Tut is completed he the son, and his mother, Olympias ap
will make an effort to discover the pear from around the corner, and
tomb of Alexander the Great, whom there and then the boy is saluted by
some writers have said was buried the gathered mob, and his mother’s

followers, and declared to be the
King.
Greece had already been conquered,
and King Philip had been bent on
subduing Persia. At this point the
boy king takes up the reins and
steps on tlie gas.
He conquered
everything, everywhere, and believed
he had conquered the whole world.
Then mourned because there were no
more worlds to conquer. He accom
plished all of this and was dead and
buried at the age of 33 years. A
speedy youngster, even for these
modern days of pep and high pres
sure. He was still A member of the
Forty Club, and had seven years to
go when they laid him away some
where in a solid gold coffin, 323 years
before the birth of Christ. And that
is the fellow that Howard Carter is
going after, according to la cable
from London, and here is a hope that
he finds him.

A $3,000,000 1 ond issue by the Cen
tra! Maine Power Company was
authorized by the Public Utilities
commission Saturday. Construction
nr.d improvements carried on by the
power company from May 1, 1929
to Sept. 30, form the security for
the issue.
First and general mortgage 5 per
cent bonds. Series D, will be issued
at not less than 93 per cent of their
par value, according to the decree of
the commission. The bonds will be
dated July 1, 1925 and will mature July
1, 1955.
The Central Maine Power com
pany in its petition to tlie Public Utili
ties commissi, t alleges to have in
* ♦ * *
Immediate contemplation the con
Alexander the Great, conqueror of struction of additional property in
Asia, was a military genius, and some excess of $6,000,000.
one has described a genius a» a very
brainy and intelligent man with “a — Teacher: “Rastus. what animal is
few' wires crossed. It is the crossed most noted for its fur?”
wires that give the man unusutil ex
Rastus: “De skunk. De more fur
cellence in the lines in which he yo' gits away from him de better it
works.
am fur yo’.”

2,500,000 Newly=Born
Every Year
This is the number arriving each year in the United
States. Of course, it is not to be expected that
every one of these two and one-half million
youngsters will be brought up on Golden Heart
Bread.
But one thing is certain. In homes in this section
where mothers are particular as to Quality, Purity
and Nutritional Value, the new-borns will be
brought up on

Golden Heart Bread
For the Best Babies in the World

Amazing
Value
Z
Only
TheNEW
And Here Is
What You Get—

UJ1

Wp Wp 12 of My Famous Simplified Cake, Pastry and Hot Bread
UWMLeMLj Recipes. Inside Every Sack of Gold Medal "Kitchenluted”Flour. GetFullSetatYourGrocer’sToday. /O
Z5
t

Ice Box
Rolls
Now Amazingly Simplified

ilanced-Unit

RADIO
Yes, this handsome screen grid Philco Lowboy

The supreme advantages of balancedunit radio in a superbly beautiful furniture
model with genuine, new-type Electro-Dy
namic Speaker, and equipped with Acoustic
Equalizers —an exclusive Philco feature. The
Philco is balanced to take TWO of the new 245Power Tubes with push-pull amplification.

Yours On Easy Payments

—a rich, artistic furniture model—with genuine ElectroDynamic Speaker and Acoustic Equalizers — actually sells
for only $119.50. The tubes are extra. This is the famous
Philco that you have heard so much about and have seen
so widely exhibited and advertised. The radio with
nation-wide recognition for outstanding performance.

Matchless Tone-Sharp Selectivity
Vast Distance Range
Flawless tone—high notes, pure and clear; low notes in
their true proportions. Split-hair selectivity—no groping about for
stations. Distance at a volume you can enjoy. An exact and precise
electrical balance of all units is the secret of this marvelous Philco
Radio performance.

FREE Home Demonstration
FREE Installation

—Tunc In^
"Again on the Air!
LEOPOLD
STOKOWSKI
and the

Philadelphia Orchestra
Sunday, December 8th
5.30 P.M. Station WEEI
Without question the greatest musical event
on the air in 1929. By all meant do not miaa itl
And to hear it at its best, listen in over
the famousBalanced-Unit Philco.

Any one of the Philco dealers will gladly deliver any
Philco model to your home on absolutely FREE demonstration.
Do not hesitate to ask him. Prove to yourself in your own home
Its superior and delightful performance.

First Time. Only 2 Fail
ures. New “Kitchentested” Way.
of women every recipes for unusual cakes, cookies,
where are changing to a pastries and hot breads, including
that for Ice Box Rolls, illustrated
new, far simpler way in baking
—Gold Medal “Kitchen-tested" above.
Flour and Special “KilchenGet a full set of these remarkable
lested" Recipes.
recipes from your grocer today
Just to find out how it works, ac inside every sack of Gold Medal
cept Free 12 famous simplified “Kitchen-tested” Flour.
Listen in to Betty Crocker, 10.45 to 11.00 A. M. Tuesday and Thursday.
Eastern Standard Tme, Station WCSH

G“old
M
edal
Kitchen - tested ”
. Flour.

Coast to Coast Hookup
Sponsored by

PHILCO

Seelt! Hear It! At Any Philco Dealer
F. W. FARREL COMPANY

housands

T

TO ISSUE MORE BONDS

Central Maine Power Company Te
Construct Property In Excess of
$6,000,000

643 MAIN ST.

PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 661

PHILCO DEALERS
WALDOBORO—Arthur H. Brown
NEW HARBOR—C. J. Hanna
SOUTH BRISTOL—E. T. Thompaon
WARREN—Bryan 8. Robinson
PORT CLYDE—L. B. Anthony Co.
LINCOLNVILLE—Nichols Garage
COOPER'S MILLS—F. F. Coombs
ST. GEORGE RD., THOM ASTON—Wayside Garage
STONINGTON—T. E. Boyce
ROCKLAND—Sea View Garage
DAMARISCOTTA—Sande S. Woodbury

NORTH HAVEN—Emery Wooster
DARK HARBOR—Chester A. Decker
VINALHAVEN—Peaslee & Ross
CAMDEN—C. E. Marriner
FRIENDSHIP—F. D. Winchenbaugh
UNION—Gorden-Lovejoy Co.
THOMASTON—Cozy Corner Cupboard
WISCASSET— Haggett'e Garage
EAST BOOTHBAY—E F. Gamage
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Lewie Electric Co.
THOMASTON—Maynard Wentworth
TENANT'S HARBOR—Ernest Rawley

BE SURE TO SEE AND HEAR THE PITLCO BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RADIO

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

Sore Throats
and Coughs

In Everybody’s Column

PLANNING THE WORK

For Sale

Miss Belle Cullen who has been
FOR SALE -Mwi's coal, size .42. Slb.rian
enjoying a short vacation has re
dog fur. nutria collar and cufTs, in Al condi
County
and
Home
Demon

Lost
and
Found
tion.
TEL. Thomaston 101-11.
147*149
sumed her duties at the office of the
John Bird Company, Roekland.
1X1ST Small black, white and tan female
FOR SALB—Quilt tops also one finished
stration Agents Busy In
Beagle bound. Last seed near Washlngtou quilt.
MRS. CLARA B. ROBBINS. West
The Men’s Community Brotherhood
Mills. Please notify \Y. E. CARROLL, Rock Meadow, City. Tel. 23-R.
147-149
Knox-Lincoln
will meet at the Congregational
port.
147-tf
FOR SALE—Upright piano In Al condition.
Church next Tuesday evening with
LOST—Fox terrier pup. RAYMOND WIL Inquire MRS. WILLIAM R. DORMAN. 4S
Quickly Relieved By This
County A stent R. C. Wentworth
LIAMS. Thomaston St., Rockland, Me.- Tel. North Main St.. City.
147-149
supper at 6 o’clock. There will he I
IB7-13.
147-152
Safe Prescription
and Home Demonstration Agent
an address by A. W. Hatch, “Ship
FOR SALE- Twenty-five horses on ha ml,
LOST Small pearl necklace between Senter all descriptions , also a few ice horses, like
Models,” and the annual business
Here’s a doctor’s prescription that Jessie Lawrence are holding planning
('nine's and Chisholm’s. TEL. 421-J. 147*lt Peter Brooks Ilollvwcod, Race Rov. Argonne,
meeting.
is really throat insurance. Sore or meetings in the various organized
On December 10 the CRIE HARDWARE CO. is one year oH
SIM
LOST—Automatic shot gun between Sandy Dromo-Bill, Blue Giaton. GEORGE M.147-149
Mrs. Mary Waldo fell on Pine street irritated throats a He relieved and communities of Knox and Lincoln
Point and Belfast. Tel. Camden 77-11. KK. F. MONS. 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland.
and
we
are
going
to
celebrate
by
offering
our
entire
stock
for
soothed
almost
instantly
with
the
FOR SALE—J’lenty of sleds, double and
Thursday. A physician was called
KNKiHTS.
146-150
Counties.
The extension plan of
few pungs and sleighs, harness, double
who found no bones broken, but Mrs j very first swallow. About 90% of all work for the year is presented to the i
LOST—Hound, at East Waldoboro Thurs single,
three days at prices that will make Christmas shopping a pleas
and
GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23
day. female, white, brown ears. Reward. Tillsonsingle.
Waldo was considerably shaken up coughs are caused by an irritated j people; meetings and demonstrations
Ave., Rockland.
147-149
Notify MRS. H. A. MASON. Tel. 591-J Rock
ure. Here are just a few samples of quality goods at bargain
throat; consequently for most cougfis are arranged and cooperators are en
by the fall.
land.
145*147
FOR SALE—-(Beautiful voiles suitable for
The Methodist Ladies' Aid held a tdo there is nothing better than this rolled.
fcncy work. large plecis. 3 lbs., $1 . io lbs.
prices.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of clippings for patchwork, $1 : 5 lbs. rayon silk,
successful fair in the vestry Wed- ! famous prescription—it goes direct to
C- unty Agent Wentworth will meet
(le|H)sit book numbered 2992 and the owner of $1:6 yds. Amoskeag gingham. $1. Pure wool
nesday afternoon and evening. Many , the internal cause. It is put up un the men Tuesday at Grange hall.
said bo^k asks for duplicate In accordance Jersey, % to % yd. 75c per pound, 1 to r2 yds.,
with the provision of the State law. SE^ 65c per yard. All colors. Send no money,
A Few Bargains in
useful and fancy articles were sold ! der the name Thoxin/and is guaran West Rodkport; Friday at Union and
50c JACK KNIVES
CVRITY TRUST CO., Rockland, Elmer C. pay postman $1 plus postage. Satisfaction or
and a cooked food table proved a teed to stop coughs and relieve sore Saturday at Washington. All meet
Davis. Treas.
146-Th-152 money refunded. SAFTLEK MFG. CO., Dept.
PYREX
CASSEROLES
good source of income. On Thursday throats in 15 minutes or your money ings start at 1.30 p. m.
147*149
FOUND—Black, white and tan female 6, Whitman, Mass.
will
he
refunded.
Singers
and
speak

Reg.
$1.50Three
Days
a baked l»ean supper was served by
Miss Lawrence will meet the wornhound. Owner -an have by coming after It
FOR SALE- Multigraph machine completo
ers
find
Thoxine
very
valuable.
75c
JACK
KNIVES
and
paying
charges.
WALTER
'll.
BOGGS,
an efficient corps of housekeepers
er. of Simonton Tuesday at Com
with table. ROBERTS A- YEAZIE. Inc.. Ma
The remarkable thing about Thox munity hall for an afternoon meeting:
Waldoboro Village.
146-146 sonic Bldg., Rockland.
1)7-149
and waitresses. The amount realized
ine
is
that
while
it
relieves
almost
at East Union Friday at Grange hall.
was approximately $130. Following i
D>R SALE—Two 600, one 250, one 175 egg
\
.
it
■
mt
Uns
nothing
harm

Wanted
Buckeye
incubators
In'fine
condition,
for
$1.00 JACK KNIVES
Wednesday and Thursday there
is a list of the committees: Cooked
SHEARS AND
WANTED—Fiat-topped
PHONE less than half price. Reason for selling am
food table. Mrs. Effie Seavey. Mrs. ful. is pleasant tasting and safe for will be joint meetings of men and
the whole family. Ask for Thoxine women in Burkettvllle and Appleton,
93i2-W.
147*lt Installing a new 5006 egg electric incubator.
Mabel Creightcn, Mr^ Margaret
SCISSORS
C. E OVERLOOK, Warren, Me. Tel. War
WANTED—By young girl—position as gen ren ^-4.
147*149X
Stewart; candy, Mrs. Leah Davis 35c, 60c., and $1.00 bottles. Sold toy and are scheduled for 10.30 a. m. The
eral maid or waitress. Experienced. Address
The Corner Drug Store and all other Burkettville meeting will be at Nel
FOR SALE—A mahogany 86 note Match
Mrs. Eleanor Feyler; fancy table.
ROASTERS
"Y,” care Courier-Gazette.
146-146
good drug stores.
CARVING
SETS
less
Milton
player
piano
with
bench
to
match
son Calderwood’s and the Appleton
I Miss Cora Fogerty. Mrs. Edith RichWANTED—Semi-Invalids or others to and 20 rolls. $269. was $550, just used for
20% Off
I aids; aprons. Mrs. Edith Hathorn; mond who was seriously injured last meeting at Grange hall.
20% Under Price
hoard. MRS. CHARLES OVERLOCK, 13 Main cottage renting this summer. Easy terms.
The work that is being taken up
St., at the Creek. Thomaston, Me.
147*149 Phone THOMAS, piano mank Camden.
/luncheon, Mrs. Kate Webster, Miss spring wlien his motorcycle collided
this year is as follows: Boys’ and
147-S-tf
WANTED- Representatives to sell French
f Margaret Crandon. Mrs. Olive Keizer.
ALUMINUM WARE
GREEN GLASS
with an automobile. Raymond has •iris’ 4-H clubs. Alfalfa Demonstra
perfume in Rockland, Camden and Thomaston.
FOR SALE—32 volt Delco lighting plant,
1 Music during the supper hour was been at a hospital in Worcester since
Good
chance
to
make
$25
to
$50
before
Christ

with
16
batteries.
Plant
now
running
and in
makes acceptable Christ
5 Bowl Sets
( rendered under the lead of Mrs. the accident and has had several tions. Better Bull Campaign. Quality
mas. Address H. ESTEN BOARDMAN. Wal good condition. Guarantee^ Will sell cheap.
lilk Production. All Day Farm Man
I Leah Davis. The supper committee; j operations performed upon his limb.
doboro. Me.
147*149 Write or call F. L. LUDWIG, Washington.
mas presents
*
agement Meetings, Farm Accounts.
147*152
; Mrs. Margaret Stewart, Mrs. Olive
WANTED--•Position as cook or housekeeper. Tel. 12-31.
______
Save
Money
______
Poultry
Accounts,
Farm
Woodlot
References
furnished.
Write
BOX
1,
FriendFOR SALE- -Singer sewing machine at 67
Keizer. Mrs. Edith Hathorn and Miss
Refrigerator Dishes
ale of hand decorated articles. Improvement. Forest Tree Planting.
hip, Maine.
147-140 WILLOW ST. Tel. 1086-W.
146-148
Cora Fogerty.
< iiina. shades and the latest novelties
Apple Tree Planting. Orchard Spray
Nickle Plated
WANTED- Horse for his keeping this win
FOR SALE At a bargain chamber set.
I
Mrs. Edward Xoblett entertained at * }>jt
discount on china.
Myrtle
ter. Write M. H. GARDNER, Tenant’s Har- side board, desk, iporris chair, two rocking
ervice. Top Working Campaign.
bridge Thursday evening. Mrs. R
| l>or,. or to Courier-Gazette Office.
147*149 chairs, two parlor stoves. TEL 121-M or
Strong, 30 Kno x street. Thomaston. F -ok Improvement Demonstrations,
TEA & COFFEE POTS
Hinckle. Mrs. A. J. Spalding. Mrs Tel. 44- 3.—adv.
146*148
147-lt
1 WANTED—Currter-lves pictures. We pay call over Carinl'a fruit store.
row Good Pullet Campaign. Dress
COLEMAN
LAMPS
at less than wholesale
Katherine Crawford, honors going to ,
i highest prices. Send title. L. LAURIN, 261
FOR SALE—(New house with garage at
ing the Children. Reconditioning the
Elni St., Biddeford. Maine.
147*152 Clark Island at a bargain. C. A. JOHNSON,
Mrs. Hinckle and Mrs. Crawford.
_________ prices_________
rdrobe. Preparation of Milk and
WARREN
145*153
WANTED—Young man good In figures and 9 Otis St., Rockland.
The Woman’s Auxiliary of WilMilk Products, Square Meals for
writing,
honest
and
plenty of pep. to serve
Finnish ski, first class make
liams-Brasier Post. A.L., has changed
COLEMAN
LANTERNS
on smack. Winter's position If satisfactory. and Finnish hunting knives. EMIL RIVERS.
GUNS AND SHELLS
Howard Chapman is home on a 15- lealth, Home Furnishings, Kitchen
the date of its next meeting to Tues
Tel. 595-J. J. C. HARMON, Rockland.
342 Park St., Rockland. Me.
146*1,1
day have from his ship at Norfolk, Improvement. Time Saving Dish
COLEMAN HEATERS
plenty
of
16
ga.
shells
at
146*143
day, Dec. 17, at 7.30. at the home of
ashing.
FOR SALE—Dayton Scale in Al condition,
Ya. Mr. Chapman says business is
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone.
WANTED
—
Young
widow
or
refined
girl
to
small show case, one soprano saxophone, low
• • • «
very quiet in the South.
share cozy apartment in Cambridge. Ten pitch, silver plated and one E flat bass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dunbar and
R< '.and Starrett entered Knox Hos
cent fare to Boston. Would assist in secur EMIL RIVERS. 342 Park St., Rockland. Me
Good
Pullet
Campaign
Miss Annie Dunbar are spending the
ing position. Excellent locality and envir _____
11».*131
pital Thursday where he tyill receive
An important campaign will -be
BIRD CAGES
winter with Mr. and Airs. Donald
onment. Write HILDA M. KEMPTON, 500
FOR SALE Christmas trees, very best, 35c
- conducted next year in Knox and
VELOCIPEDES
Hui>n
Ave.,
Cambridge,
Mass.
146-148
Whitney. Gleason street.
and 50c. JEROME FRYE, 9 Sweetland St.
eration for appendicitis.
AND STANDS
.incoln Counties, and it is of interest
WAGONS, SCOOTERS
WANTED- -Wet washings and Ironings at Tel. 465.
146*148
Capt. Russell B. Gray has returned
Mrs. Alice M. Gordon, Mr. and Mrs.
IS
STATE
STREET.
Tel.
1066.
146-148
every
poultryman.
from a business trip extending to Louis Gordon and J. M. Hart were
FOR SALE One-half ton Ford truck, 1927.
KIDDIE KARS, TOYS
WANTED
—
By
gentleman
room
and
board
From
the
results
of
the
past
dem

Can be seen at MUNSEY GARAGE, Rockland.
New York. While in that city he sold
dinner guests Thanksgiving Day of onstrators and cooperators it has
in private family, strictly dean in habits, etc.
147-tf
one of his stock boats to Thomas W.
Give phone number and if children and othei
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Clark and son b<en found that in order to have
FOR SALE—Hand made articles and nov
Lamont, senior partner in the bank
particulars
In
letter
to
BOX
409
Rockland.
You can save a lot of your Christmas monqy in these three days
Robert at Union.
rofitable pullets to house in the fall
146*14$ elties at 167 BROADWAY, Saturday p. m
ing firm of J. P. Morgan & Co.
146*147
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ludwig and ertain practices should be followed.
WANTED—Position as clerk, dry goods
Capt. Earl Starrett in his staunch
FOR SALE- In Warren, 13 acres of land,
children Evelyn, Charles. Floyd, Ed- There are seven points to consider,
store preferred, by High School graduate with
boat Governor Douglas left Friday for j
half
wooded
:
one
mile
from
Postoffice
: nice
six months experience. MISS M. E. MAR- house lot. A. L. PERRY. Warren.
ward and Patricia of Washington and
146*151
Boston where his boat will be used Mrs. Maude overlook and daughter namely:
RINER. Rockport, Me.
145*147
Hatch chicks early (hate all chicks
Sheet Metal Workers
Andes Furnaces
FOR SALE One pair ot heavy horses. I
to keep a channel open in the Charles • Doris were dinner guests Dec. 1 of
WANTED- Long
haired shag
kittens.
atched before May 1).
river basin. Reginald Henderson who Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood
Write age. color and sex. JOHN S. RAN- MARY ANDERSON, West Meadow road. Tel.
408
Main
Street
Rockland
Tel.
791
1173.
146*148
Secure chicks from pullorum dis
LETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
144*149
has been town letter carrier went
U V
FOR SALE—Or to rent, the Emery Frank
WANTED—Two roomers.
Inquire MRS.
with Capt. Starrett. Reginald craves ary in a body attended the funeral ease free stock (test all breeding
I W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 871-W Thomas house at East Union, opposite the
a more exciting life and is very fond services Wednesday cf the late Mrs. lock for pullorum disease—bacillary
hall. Inquire of ERNEST C. DAVIS.
139-tf Grange
white
diarrhea
—
or
buy
chicks
from
Fuller-Cobh-Da vis.
145-150
of the warter.
s'a- had been con accredited flocks.
FOR .SALE--Two new milch cows. MIKKO
Mr. and Mrs. George Bragdon and nected with the local order several
Miscellaneous
Feed chicks from hoppers (feed
LOFMAN. Rockville, Me. Tel. 263-11.
Miss Nelson of Mattawamkeag who years, and was the only pianist on
all grain and water from hoppers so
145*147
NOW IS A GOOD TIME for inside paint
spent the holiday with Mr. and Mrs the roll, and will be missed in this
ing. paper hanging and ceilings whitened. A.
constructed that droppings are kept
FOR SALE—Fox hound pups.
C. B.
William Gillchrest, have returned to capacity as well as for her cheerful
E.
MORTON.
Tel.
122.
145*150
WATTS, Warren, Me.
145*147
out).
their home.
EAST
WALDOBORO
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
ROCKPORT
presence.
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order
FOR SALE -Bremer-Tully cabinet radio,
Brood on wire (provide brooder
Rev. J. L. Chadbourne will preach at i Plans for the pageant to be given
from $25 up.
Ladles’ or Men’s clothing all electric, $125 complete. Regular price
John Burgess of Boston spent the
Mrs. Nellie Wallace picked a n
house with wire sun porch or the
Capt. Ernest Torrey was greatly cleaned,
pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit $217.50. J M. PEASE. Tel. 367.-11. 145*147
the Baptist Church Sunday morning. at the Baptist Church Sunday eve
weekend
with
his
daughter
Miss
Mae
'
rooder house itself with a floor of j rtPe blueberry Thanksglv ing Da\.
surprised and pleased Wednesday
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
The evening service will be in charge ning promise a fine entertainment
Burgess at T. Black s.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted. $14 cold de
Orrin Wallace shot a handsome f
145-tf
one-half inch, mesh hardware cloth).
while at Rath when he was present St. Tel. 8390. Open evealngs.
livered. Leave orders at 500 Main St.. Rock
of Rev. Mr. Mayo.
Wednesday.
Mrs. E. R. Bp ms of South Waldo- ed with a 6x8 American flag by Pres.
Everyone is invited to see it. “A
Avoid crowding (have not over
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAtiES land. Tel. C82-W or K. SALMINEN. West
Mrs. Ellen Jones is housekeeper ^Better World.” is the topic for the hicks under one hover and not over
Miss
Evelyn
Genthncr
?1UI i boro recently visited Mrs. P. Miller.
144*155
Newell and Vice President Main -of and estates. up-to-date property, In the gar Rockport.
for Mrs. Emily Smith, Main street. ' Wednesday evening service, Dec. 11. 400 pullets per acre on the radge).
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Thanksgiving Day and weekend w
FOR SALE—Cabbage, $1.50 per 100 lbs.,
Percy Miller and Florence Chad the Bath Iron Works. It was the us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
A special meeting of the Baptist
her
parents,
and
returned
to
Por
’
Range chicks on clean land (use
wick of Brunswick last Saturday vis flag which was used on the yacht fast. Me.
145-tf at farm of JOHN KEINANEN, R. 1, Box 102.
Warren, Me.
143*148
Society has been called for Dec. 12,
and where there has been no chicks land Monday.
Paragon at her launching.
t*apt.
ited at IL F. Wilson's.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws anu
UNION
Mrs.
Dan
Giroux
and
daughter
to act upon the enlarging of the;
FOR SALE—Limited number of used ranges,
for one or more years. A three year
Torrey
is
now
in
command
of
the
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIMEBOCK
St.
John Flanders and Harold Flanders
Waterville spent Thanksgiving wtITT"
junior room which, in case of favor- ! H< ward tad Madolyn Hawes spent rotation Is suggested).
Tel. 1010.
145-tf parlor stoves and wood burners In good con
dition at very reasonable prices. Applv to
were Thanksgiving Bay guests of Paragon and will soon sail for south
and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
.able action, will be used by the pri last Sunday with their grandparents,
$5011
DOMIN':
NEAR-VILLAGE
FARM,
cozy STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. Tel. 980
Use range shelters (house growing Mr.
ern
waters.
Orrin Wallace and Virgie Wallace i Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank.
home, barn, garage and fruit: 12 acres, ex
mary department.
139-147
tock on range In open air shelters).
Mrs. Nellie Freethy of Brooklin is cellent for truck and poultry, mile depot vil
the ' Mrs Edna Wilbur and Mrs. Harold
. .honor roll
,, .is .to ,be ,kept, of, those
.
i, each shot
Funeral services for the late
Mrs. Helen Hahn entertained Mrs.
FOR SALE—Wood lot o» about 20 acres In
An
,_ a moose.
.
,One had 22
visiting
hi
r
sister,
Mrs.
Etta
Carter,
lage.
easy
drive
city
:
productive
early
soil,
.
,,
.
.
.
other
18
points
and
they
wei
red
1
Black
and
son
spent
Sunday
with
Mena Colburn and Mrs. Blanche George C. Hawes were held from his men who enroll in the campaign for,
, , *
,
timber lot : $950 complete, with cow, tools, town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
Union street.
,
around 1100 pounds,
i Mrs. Joseph Glaude.
potatoes, cabbage, beans, beets, etc: $500 old growth. For Information call ROCKLAND
Prince of Camden and Mrs. Katherine home Sunday.
the seven practices. Already six have
Chester
Pascal
has
returned
from
139-150
'
,,
,
i,
,
,
.
,
f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Curtis
Pitcher
rej
an(
j
Sylvanus
Borneman
needed.
Details pg. 19 free catalog 104)0 44-2.
Crawford at bridge Tuesday evening. I Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cargill figured enrolled: 1*. M. Piper. Rockland; Mrs
Boston where he was called by the bargains. STROUT AGENCY, 813-DG Old j FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
Mrs. Crawford had highest honors. in an aut- mobile accident in Gardi Charles Hendrickson. West Aina: | turned Monday to their home in Mil- - of South Waldoboro were Sunday death of Mrs. Thomas Carter.
South Bldg., Boston. Mass.
147-lt $10: junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie BorneThe Thomaston crew of the Cam ner Thanksgiving Day. They were Luther Carney, Sheepscott; W. D. j; ttfn. Mass.
delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
Mrs. Beulah Richardson, Mrs. Elsie ---------------------------------------------------------------: Mrs. T. H. Fernald has returned m: n.
Cares.” It is expected that Methodist , p. o. Thomaston.
145-tf
den & Rockland Water Co. who have able, however, to return home the
aslee, Whitefield; Henry Keller, I home.
Quear. Mrs. Margaret Adams and
sale—Hart wood, fitted, $14: soft
been working in Camden, have fin following Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Munro and Mr. Mrs. A. Ben nor of Camden' motored iielipious Educational Director HarWest Rockport and Mrs. Robert Belk- ' Miss Edith Benner who suffered
liet L. Perry of Waterville will speak wood fitted, $9; junks $6. L. F. TOLMAN.
Misses Cora, Mary and Carrie nap. Damariscotta. More names will I
ished work there.
slight ill turn is now able to sit up a iantl Mis. I rn- st Munro of Jtockland to Bangor Wednesday for the day.
at the Sunday School hour and also
0 Thomaston. Tel. 263-13.
145-tf
| were at Gardner Mank's recently.
Gordon Spaulding who was taken Hawes returned Wednesday to Bos be added as they enroll.
The Trytohelp Club will be enter at the Epworth League meeting at 6 , LADIES—Reliable stock or hair good* at the
short time each day.
ill while at the home of his parents ton. having been called here by the
• * • •
Perley Benner has moved his , Mr. and Mrs. Leo Simmons of tain* d Monday evening at the home p. m. Evening service at 7. subject, j Rocklsnd Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mail orders
while here on a vacation, has re death of their father. Miss Edith
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
.145-tf
household goods to Damariscotta ! IL ckland visited at James Manx's oi Mrs. Edith Overlock.
Free of Pullorum Disease
‘Trials and How To Bear Them;”
Hawes
returns
to
Sharon
.Saturday.
turned to Portland. Mrs. Spaulding
They were acc : .. nied
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
where he has employment with J. B. I Sunday.
Mrs. Willi’am Whitney and daugh male chorus will sing. Ladies’ Aid
Twenty-six
flocks
of
14.267
hens
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Cham

nesses.
Small
lots
five
cents
foot
planed
two
is quite ill at the home of her par- j
! home by Mrs. Jennie Buth:.
Morse.
ter Feme. Mrs. Pnilip Hughey, Mrs. meets Wednesday with Mrs. Medora
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
ber of Commerce will he held Dec. have been tested in Knox and Lincoln
ents in Cushing.
Mrs.
O.
6.
Borneman
is
confined
Leslie
Dean
with
Mrs.
Charles
Cav

Mrs.
Gardner
Mank
was
recently
Counties for pullorum disease. This
Berry; Johnson Society Wednesday buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Beattie went 11 in Mas nic Temple with supper at
to the house with a severe cold.
anaugh and daughter Betty, motored evening at Mrs. Hildred Ryder’s. JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 145-tf
in Rockland.
yesterday to Worcester. Mass., and 6.30. Clyde Smith of the State High is the largest number ever done in a
I. E. Wallace spent Thanksgiving
to
Portland
and
Gorham
Thursday.
Miss
Agnes
Creamer
visited
Mrs.
single year, and there were found
Regular prayer meeting Thursday
accompanied home their son Ray- way Commission will be the speaker.
with -Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eugley L. Borneman Monday.
Enroute they called on Rev. and Mrp. evening at 7.
only 81 birds in three flocks that re
To Let
at the village.
J.
L.
Wilson
in
Yarmouth
and
found
Alvin
Berry
of
Wiscasset
was
at
acted to the disease. In order for a
Mr. and Ms. Sidney Carter and Miss Lr F. Wilson s Tuesday.
them
very
pleasantly
situated
and
TO
LET
—
Five
loom
unfurnished rent, mod
flock to be accredited every bird on Louise Palmer were in Rockland
SOUTH THOMASTON
ern Improvements. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Black and crjoying the best of health. They
the place must he tested, and no re Tuesday.
147-tf
Miss M e Burgess were in Lincoln aiso visited Mrs. Cavanaugh’s son
actors found. Ot the 26 flocks tested
• ♦ • «•
TO LET—Four room* upstairs, electric
Mrs. Aasora Clark arrived home
ville Sunday and visited at Mrs. Gil Owen, who is a patient at the Chil
this year there were 15 having 11,059
lights,
toilet,
53
Tillson
Ave.
Also
five
’•owns
dren's Hospital, Portland, and who Sunday for the winter after spending down stairs. Winter St., with electric lights,
bert Wellman's.
Pleasant Wedding Anniversary
that showed r.o reaction and were
several
months
in
Rockland.
is
showing
steady
improvement
after
toilet.
Apply
53
TILLSON
AVE.
146*148
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Hall
of
Bruns

accredited. This is the largest num
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur O. Pitch- r ob
G. B. Butler and family have closed
TO LET—Six room apartment at 21 Fulton
ber ever obtained in the county.
served their 63d wedding anniver-ary wick, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hall of his recent operation.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain spent Thursday their home here and are to reside in St. ROSE PRESCOTT, 240 Broadway.
There are still three flocks to be Dec. 1. receiving their friends from Aina were weekend guests of Mr. and
146-151
Rockland
for
the
winter.
in
Camden,
guest
of
Mrs.
Ida
Ingra

tested. The flocks that were accred 2 to 5 o’clock. They are each 83 years Mrs. Henry Wilson.
TO LET- -Five room tenement.
Finished
Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton entertained
1
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude were ham.
ited are: North Edgecomb. Arthur old. and were born and have always
electric lights, gas and flush closet. 10
Rockport friends of Horace Coombs Mr. and Mrs. Farris of Camden attic,
Paquette, H. F. Kimball. L. F. Moore, lived in this community. They were in Damariscotta Sunday.
GURDY STREET.
146*148
regret to learn he is confined to his Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Walter Stevens. Leon Dodge, married by the Rev. John Marsh,
TO LET—Two room apartment, furnished,
home
in
Rockland
on
account
of
ill

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Gillchrest and all modern conveniences. Apply 2 WILLOW
Ward Shattuck: Rockland, Harry Dec. 1. 1866. Two sons were born to
GROSS NECK
ness.
family were guests of his brother ST.
146*148
Waterman, F. M. Piper; Sheepscott. them Felton iW. Pitcher and .1. C irtis
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Geele, Misses
Mrs. Mabel Withee and Miss Max FreCT^G-illchrest Thanksgiving Day.
Felton died in his early Addle and Elizabeth Geele and Ben
TO LET—Rent of six rooms, electric lights,
We read a story -recently of a man who
Luther Carney; Thomaston, M. M. Pitcher.
furnace,
garage.
Price
reasonable.
FRED
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sleeper and
Kinney, W. L. Robinson; Union, 30’s; J. Curtis is a contractor in Mil- nie Geele spent Thanksgiving Day ine Spofford were Sunday guests of
VLNAL, 301 Limerock St. Tel. 407-M.
had $6,000 in securities in a tin box in a
Hawes Bros.; Warren, F. H. Wyllie; ton. Mass. Mr. Pitcher has been \ <»ry with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl at Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pressey at daughters Mary and Marjorie mo
146*148
Boothbay Harbor.
tored to Hampton, N. H., Friday,*
Waldoboro, C. N. Light. Foster Jame active in town afFhirs. has serve ! on Broad Cove.
TO LET—Building 30 ft.x30 ft. next to the
bureau drawer.
Baptist Church: Rev. Philp C. where they visited Capt. and Mrs. F. Playground
the school beard and as tax assessor
son.
on
Limerock
St.,
suitable
for
work
Miss Evelyn Waltz and friend of Hughey’s subject Sunday morning,
and collector. Mrs. Pitcher before her
H. Meader and family, returning shop, garage or storage. MRS. EDITH A.
Gorham spent the holiday and week
HICKS.
84
Middle
St.
Tel.
988.
146-151
“One Man's Desire;” choir. ‘God Is home Saturday night.
marriage was Miss. Bertha Win-Tenend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
One morning he woke up to find the bu
ROUND POND
Mj Salvation;” Sunday School at
bach. Mrs. Curtis Pitcher and Mrs.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
Mrs. Susie Smith of Rockland is
Alden Whltz.
Capt. Orlando Fossett and Kermit Nettie
neon with a class for everyone; at the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Har I ousekeeplng, heated and with all modern
Drown.
daughters-in-law,
reau drawer and a window both open—
Sylvester Simmons is visiting his
Improvements.
51 GRANITE STREET. Tel.
Fossett arrived home last week.
served a dainty buffet lunch, and the
4 p. m. rehearsal of the Christmas old Harlow.
1-52-M.
145-147
Emery Leeman left Monday for wedding -cake was made by M
and the tin box and the $6,000 gone.
E. daughter Mrs. Willard Wallace at Cantatfl: at 6 Young People’s meet
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
W.
Tyler
afcd
TO LET —41a rage. V. IF. STUDLEY, 69
Tiverton. K. I., where his family is K. Winchenbach of Thomaston. Out Broad Gove.
ing; evening praise service at 7; at- family were guests in Camdep Park St. Tel. 1080.
145-tf
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Eugley spent
residing for the winter.
of town guests were Mr. and Mrs.
I tend and have a good sing. The male
TO LET—Three furnished rooms,
s. modern i
It is pleasing to report Manville Fred Pitcher of Newcastle. Mr. md Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs. i chorus will sing, the trumpeters and Thanksgiving Day of Mr and Mrs. Improvements,
The rental of that bureau drawer had cost
adults only. Inquire 30 WAR- •/
Ralph Tyler, Miss Sylvia remaining
Francis who has been confined to the Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter Eda Irvine Genthner. Broad Cove.
«RKN ST._____________
145*147
' violinists will p’.ay; duet by Whittier
Miss Carrie Simmon# of Damaris and Salllger on the trumpets; sermon there over the weekend.
him $500 a month for twelve months.
house for more than two months with of Friendship, Capt. John Bradford,
TO LET—Small house, lights, gas, toilet and
Mjj. and Mrs. John Pierce enfera rheumatic trouble much improved. 1 Miss Ce'ia Feyler and Miss \ idle cotta has been the guest of her sister, by the pastor, “Traveling Toward the
garage. L. C. FIELD, 19 McLoud St. Tel.
tained the following guests at dinner 851-R.
Keep ycur valuables in a safe deposit box
.
145*147
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Fossett and Feyler. There was a shower of c ards Miss Alice Simmons.
| Rainbow.”
Thanksgiving Day, Miss Emily Pierce
Mi. and ^jrs. Ralph Eugley spent
family are in Damariscotta for the and beautiful presents.
TO LET—Nice house In good repair. Apply
A Farm Bureau meeting will be of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
at this bank.
L. C. AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293. 145*147
the holiday at Boothbay Harbor.
winter.
I held at the home of Mrs. Leola Mann
Mrs. Nellie Lawler and daughter
Mrs. William Gross has been ill next Tuesday, an all-day session with Pierce and Mr. and*Mrs. S. O. Hurd
TO LET—Well furnished, partially heated
FRIENDSHIP
of
this
place.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
apartment of 3 rooms and toilet, $28 month.
from a severe cold.
Helen left Sunday for Bath where
box lunch at l oon. Christmas ‘Sug Pierce entertained their daughters, Inquire 12 KNOX ST., Rockland. Tel. 578-W.
Miss
Isabelle
Ellison
and
Frederick
they will make a brief visit before
Mrs. William Winchenbach and
143-tf
Ellison have closed their Wadsw ,rth children of Dutch Neck visited Mr. gestions' is the subject to be dis Misses Mildred and Blanche Pierce
going to New Hampshire to reside.
cussed. An opportunity will also be of Augusta.
TO LET—Seven room house with or with
Point
house
and
returned
to
B,
on.
Mrs. Jennie Leland who has been
and Mrs. W. A. Gross Sunday.
out garage, situated between Main and Union
given those who have unfinished
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Allen entertained Sts. Bath room, electric lights, gas stove,
in Portland for a few weeks has re
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Watts spent
closing their Martin's Point ectiage Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs. i leather articles to complete them at their mothers, Mrs. Julia Allen and window shades, windo wscreens In seasou.
turned home.
this meeting.
Eugene Poland who works in New Sunday and returning to their home Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. Emily J. Watts, at dinner NELSON B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Thomaston, Maine
142-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener
Yi rk has been home with his family in St. Paul. Both Mr. and Mrs. Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley of Wal- [ of Kittery and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Thanksgiving Day.
TO LET- Modern house, furnished or un
gee have enjoyed daily bathing in the doboro were visitors at McClellan '
for a few days.
Another
red
letter
night
took
place
furnished. or rooms for light housekeeping at
Havener of Bath were recent guests
Miss Vivian Richards who teaches ocean up to the time of their depart Eugley’» recently.
Wednesday at the Grange. A very 30 High St. Inquire H. M. DANE, Rockland
of Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
142-tf
school in Damariscotta was home ure. They plan to erect a log cabin
Mr .and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth j A child's health clinic will be held large attendance, visitors from Bur Furniture Co. Tel. 427-R.
at Martin's Point next spring.
Thanksgiving.
TO LET—Six room up-stalrs tenement. 102
and children of Camden and Mr. and at Town hall Thursday afternoon be kettville. St. George, North Jay and
Union
St.
Tel.
1049-J
or
apply
at
160
UNION
A piece of Emyrlite green glass Mrs. Clarence Richards of Friendship
Mrs. Martha Prentice, Mr. and Mrs.
Nantucket, (R. I.), Granges, a fine
H2-tf
Harry Ross and Miss Augusta Ross ware will be given each lady, every spent the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. ginning at 2.30, and it is hoped that program, a baked bean supper and ST.
every
mother
will
take
advantage
of
TO LET—Five room apartment, furnished.
were Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr. Saturday night at the movies, until Melvin Genthner.
the
annual
election
of
officers
were
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ElxMS.
this opportunity to see that her child
and Mrs. E. P. Richards.
a complete set of 58 pieces lias been
Miss Alcada Genthner has employ
the attractions.
12 Elm St.
140-tf
Miss Florence Nichols of Newton, obtained. Milton Sells in "Love and ment at Riley Davis', Pleasant Point. is physically fit.
Chester
Harrington
and
family
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
Herbert
Calderwood
of
New
York
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cunningham the Devil” will be the First National
Mr. and-Mrs. Freelon Vannah and
who have been occupying the north toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
of Boothbay and-Philip and Thomas sound feature picture Dec. 7 in ad son Sherman of South Waldoboro who. owing to a nervous breakdown, ern tenement in A. F. Sleeper’s house large veranda. Newly papered and painted
M
to join our
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. *22 T
Nichols of Bath spent Thanksgiving dition to a Pathe talking topical re and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish has been granted a three months’
139-tf
leave of absence from his duties is since August, have moved to War* STREET, Rockland.
Day with their father T. W. Nichols. view and talking comedy.
end son Merrill of West Waldoboro recuperating at the home of his par ren where they will make their fu
TO LET—House at 38 Mechanic S. In
Herbert Bryant and his aunt Annie
Dr. W. H. Hahn was in Portland were guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs.
ture
home.
quire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ebon C. Calder
Ervine of Bangor were home over the Wednesday.
l$9-tf
Dewey Winchenbach.
Lloyd Maloney of Portland visited Tel. 874-W.
wood. Mr. Calderwood is accom
weekend.
Rev. Mr. Timberlake who is coduct
g
SIX CLASSES
—Tenements In Naum block, two
his father, F. H. Maloney, Tuesday.
panied by his wife.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carter of ing evangelistic services at the Ad3 rooms and bath, and two of 3 rooms and
Supt. of Schools F. L. «
Daniel Andrews sustained a minor
Newport. R. I., are guests of Mr .and veut Church, will assumg pastorate
ft. Aiorse^ kitchen, also store. Call at 220 MAIN ST.
wf
10c a week—25c a week—50c a week
was
in
the
village
Monday
distribute
injury
to
his
leg
Thursday
while
em

138*14“
.Mrs. Vernard Carter this week.
of the local church soon.
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
ployed by the town on the Central ing Christmas Health Seals at the
Selectman Ralph Gorham and men
TO IJ*:t—6-room rpartment wltn bam,
1.00 a week—2.00 a week—5.00 a week
Mrs. Robert li. Libby and daugh
Is proving Its worth, While eliminating street job.
schools for sale. Everyone is urged to heat and garage; stove all connected. MIKE
who suspended work last month on ter Nancy, spent the week in Thom-1
your
145-tf 1
Congratulations are extended Mr. buy these instead of the -commercial ARMATA. Tel. 1147-J.
the State road between this village aston. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmus;
Payments may be made any day now
TO LET—Furnished house for the winter
and Mrs. William Baker of Edge- seals as the proceeds are used for
and Bristol, are now engaged in the Morse.
Masonic St. ; also grocery store In Thom-1
, .,
, comb on the birth of a daughter such a noble purpose and it is rec on
construction of a private road front
it purifies and enriches the blood and , N„v
Rnox Hospita, The young ommended to buy stamps of local aston. $25 month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St.
TeL 1080.
138-tf
L. B. Lewis’ estate to the main high
The wise modern housewife shares '
puts the stomach and nerves In the best
of condition. Let us send you a booklet. | lady has been named Alice Lane, agpnts that South Thomaston may
way. Our good roads are not only a her burdens and lets The People’s I
TO LET- -Four room
furnished
apartment,
&
THOMASTON, ME.
-r
---------x.
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.. j Mrs.
Baker was formerly Miss get the credit for sales it deserves, modern, with garage. ETTA H. SANBfl
pleasure to the citizens but have Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash, j
Abbot Village. Maine. For sale at all Beulah Lane of this town.
137-tf
as each town, city and village is vis 80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
brought many summer vacationist* rugs and quilts. The cost is low. the
leading*drug stores.
W
145T&S150
TO LET—Apartment ir Bicknell block.
Sunday morning subject at the ing with the other for the honor of
to view the beauties of our shore service prompt, the work excellent. |
Apply
MRS.
B.
B.
SMITH,
16
Lincoln
St.
1 Methodist Church, “Unload Your having sold the most.
124-tX
‘
scer.ery.
,
.
TeL 264.
134-tf

Three Days Celebration

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., December 10-11-12 •

39c

’ $1.00

59c
79c

98c

15c

$8.25-510.50

$12.00"

50c box

*
%

$5.25, $5.50, $5:75

&

CRiE HARDWARE CO.

Paid $500. A Month For
A Bureau Drawer

Deposit Box

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

I

WE INVITE YOU

^CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB FOR 1930

|

GEORGES NATIONAL BANK

|

RHEUMATISM

w

MAINE FEDERATION

tf j

THE BABY
SHOP

Women’s Clubs Divided Into
Thirteen Districts, With a
Chairman For Each

Important in the progressive de•velopment of the Maifte Federation
In addition to personal notes regarding .
Mrs. Lucius York has retimned
of Women's Clubs is the announce
departures and arrivals, this department espe from a few days' stay in Boston.
ment by the new president. Mrs. Edna
daily desires Information of sodal happenings,
A. Hutchins of Corinna, of a plan by
parties, musicals, etc. Notes Rnt by mall or
telephone will he gladly received.
which the -State has been divided into
The circle supper served by the
13 districts. These districts have
TELEPHONE .................................... ••..... 770 Universalist ladies Wednesday with
been assigned chairmen, whose duties
Mrs. Grace Ayers Black as chairman
will be varied, as they will act as
The Progressive Literary Club will drew an unusually large attendance.
a go-between for the clubs in each
meet with Mrs. Jennie Bird Tuesday The tables were decorated with red
district and the State Federation.
at 2.30. Current events will be the candles, poinsettas, and greens An
In the new yearbook, now coming
response to roll call. The first act of entertainment of musical numbers
off the press. Federation women will
Shakespeare's
“Taming
of
the and readings was given under the di
find the duties of each district chair- i
Shrew’’ will be read, with Mrs. Lucia rection of Mrs. Emma Harvey and
man outlined substantially as fol- !
Mrs. «W. E. Morgan as. a part of the
Burpee as leader.
Christmas is almost here
lows:
ice cream committee activities. Those
and tho Baby Shop is
To acquaint herself with the clubs j
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berry, 2d leave taking part were Miss Esther Fernald,
stocked with practical ar
in her district and to visit them when
tomorrow for Boston where Mrs. Gertrude Heal. Virginia Walker,
ticles
as
vyell
as
toys
for
the
ever possible.
j
Berry will remain for the week while Vernet and Kenneth Morgan. Mrs.
small tots.
To encourage clubs to join ft’he
Mr Berrv continues on to New York Helen Wentworth. )Irs. Beulah Antes,
Mt Berry continues
.
)j„rothy Harvey, the Red Peppers OrState Federation.
We invite you to come in
or. jus ness.
. c)lestra an(j ijjrg, Grace Rollins.
To assist in organizing new clubs,
and let us help you select
« both junior and senior.
that dainty gift for the new
Mr. and Mr4 H. W. Thorndike
To acquaint herself with the work
Mrs. Ronald K. Somes underwent a
baby.
entertained the Tango Club Thurs
, bf all State clubs and to promote
major
surgical
operation
Wedensday
day at supper and cards, with honors
Four-piece Brush Wool Sets
work outlined by them.
at the State Street hospital. Portland.
taken by Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mr.
all colors, the pink ones for
To secure and complete data on her
Mr. Somes accompanied her.
Thorndike.
zery small babies.
district for the yearbook.
To keep a record of work of the
Hand Made Dresses, 6 mos.
E. D. Wass has returned to his
district and give complete report at
The Cardinal Club is being enter home in Addison after visiting Capt.
io one year.
the annual meeting.
tained this afternoon by Mrs. J. A. and Mrs. A. B. Norton several days.
5aby Buntings, white with
To hold district conferences when
Jameson, North Main street.
pink and blue trimmings.
ever advisable.
Mrs. Lucia Gilpatrick of Richmond
Dana Sweaters, button on
To act as aid to the press and pub
Rev. Hal G. Kearns who has been is visiting Mrs. Grace Mitchell,
shoulder as small as 3 mos
licity chairman (who is Miss Alice
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. I*. Main street.
Frost Lord of Lewiston) in order that
Little Girls’ All Wool Red
Glover while here in connection with
she may keep in close touch with un
Skirts, sizes 3 to 6, $1.98.
The Universalist Mission Circle j
the Universalist parish left Wednes
usual events that are taking place in
day night enroute to his home in Bal- meets Wednesday at the home of Mrs. 1■
Also Sweaters to match
each club district.
t morc.
E. W. Berry, 40 Broad street. Lunch- I
$1.58.
To foster and encourage a club j
___
eon at 12.30 will be followed by relief
Blankets, from $1.30 to $3.53spirit whereby every club may work
Mr and Mrrs. W. H. Rhodes enter- sewing and the devotional service,
Dainty Shoes, fur trimmed;
for the welfare of the State, and to
tained at dinner and cards Welnes-----Initiate a sense of duty and allegiance
day evening.
Mrs. Arthur Lawrence entertained 4' also First Step Shoes.
to the State Federation and to the
Mittens,
Sweaters,
Bath
----' at supper and bridge Thursday eveGeneral Federation.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr., and ning at her home on Beech street. A Robes, Rompers, Fur Car
Maine clubwomen, who have been
riage Robes.
Miss Faith Ulmer have returned 1 with four tables, honors being won by
in touch with the State Federation,
from a visit in Boston. Their home Mrs. Karl O’Brien. Mrs. John G. Snow
Very fine Snow Suits in tan,*
know most of these new district
j:
ward motor journey over icy roads and Mfs. Lloyd Daniels.
navy, and red, from 3 to 6
chairmen. They have been active in
was a weird experience which none
years,
$5.00.
the Federation in various capacities.
Mrs. Anne Haskell is to entertain A
of the party cares to repeat.
Three counties. Knox, Waldo and
___
Chapin Class Tuesday evening at her A Last, but not least, is our
fine line of Sleeping Gar
Lincoln have been united under Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah Parsons of Alburn is home on Ocean street.
ments, with feet, drop seat,
Maude Clark Gay of Waldoboro, who
visiting her grandson Robert Karl
has served on the Federation endowrubber buttons; as large as
Miss Hattie Wentworth of South
Somes Crescent street.
j, ment committee, as well as in other
six years.
Hope spent Thanksgiving with her
| lines; and who has been a leader in
A big line of Stuffed Ani
Miss Evelyn Jenkins has returned niece, Mrs. Percy Stanley.
’
the club union in that territory, be
i: mals, Stuffed Dolls, Teddy r
to her home. 574 Main street, from
sides attaining fame as an able State
The Harmony Club meets Wed
Bears,
all
colors.
Knox Hospital where she underwent
A
legislator.
a successful tonsil and adenoid opera nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
For the ladies we have new
In Hancock, Mrs. P. P. Hill of
Faith O. Berry, Grove street, at 7 A Hoover Dresses in rose and
tion.
Northeast Harbor is the chairman
o'clock. Plans for the annua! New
copen blue, white collar and
for that district, having been active
Mrs. Edwin Scarlott entertained the Year's ball will he completed, and re
cuffs, sizes 36 to 46; also
in literature and library work for
sewing committee of the Congrega hearsal of the Christmas carols to be JI seme attractive Aprons for
the Federation.
tional Church at her apartment on sung in conjunction with the Junior A $1.00.
District work will be initiated at
Limerock street Wednesday after Harmony Club on Christmas eve
once, along the lines indicated; and
Ejection of oflleirs will take place.
noon.
expected by the new adminlrMembers are asked to either take
tlon that it will help to promote
Mrs. Emma Thurston is ill at the the posters for the ball or leave them
the usefulness of the Federation be- J
home of her son, L. A. Thurston at with Miss Mary I.awry prior to Wed
y nd even the splendid record al
nesday’s meeting.
The Highlands.
ready achieved. Co-operation and [
co-ordination, it is felt, will be
The Thursday Club was entertained
Opportunity Class met at the First
brought about helpfully; and many
146-147
Baptist parlors Thursday evening at luncheon and sewing at the home
plans will be made more effective
with Mrs. Alice Kaler and Mrs. Hattie oi Mrs. Charles Libby , Chestnut
through these new district channels,
Richards acting as hostesses. Mrs. street.
which are county or near-county
Nellie Magune played several piano
lines.
The Junior Harmony Club met
solos and accompanied Mrs. Lillian
FOR THE AGED WOMEN
Mrs. Ilutchins and her official board
Joyce In a group of soprano songs. Wednesday evening at the BPW
arc much pleased with the appoint- I
Games and stunts occupied the re rooms when these officers were Society Event Raises Handsome Sum ments and are hoping the individual
mainder of the evening. There were elected: President, Ruth Dondis; vice
of Money For the Home
clubs in each district will avail them
president, Florence Dean; secretary,
16 members present.
selves of the district chairman's help
Dorothy Harvey; treasurer, Richard
The bridge party given Wednesday and will aid her in every way possible
Keen interest is being displayed in Whitmore.
Owing to the several afternoon by Mrs. E. K. Leighton and as plans are unfolded through the
the "Toy Shop Supper" to be given business matters to lie discussed the
coming year.
under the auspices of the entertain- program was shortened, there being Mrs. Alan L. Bird at the Leighton
tnent committee of the Congrega- only current events by Ruth Dondis home on Talbot avenue was not only
FINDING WINGS
nday evening in ar.d musical readings by Dorothy a striking social success, but suc
tional Church W>'eda»d
the vestry, with Mrs. John I. Sntw [ Harvey — "Grandmother's Garden" cessful also in its main beneficiary,
[For The Courier-Gazette]
and Mrs. H. >B. Fales as co-chairmen. and "The Telephone." The lesson in the Home For Aged Women, for Scarce three decades ago they first found
The entertainment under the direc musical appreciation consisted of which it produced a fund of $123
wings,
. ,
. ,,
. ,
. The soaring spirits that new fields would dare,
tion of Mrs. A. L. Whittemore .pre tone, whole and half steps, degrees,
Everybody wis desirous to help, in imperative of impulse, seeing things,
senting various animated ami me intervals, etc., and choral practice paticular
the 21 ladies who
took Vet uncreate, to dominate the air.
chanical toys, takes place during the wis devoted io Christmas carols, charge of thatnumber of tables and A hundred yards of flight—their joys was
stopper hour. Mrs. Charles A. Emery “Holy Night," “The First Noel" and saw to it that each table was filled
great
g
is in charge cf the decorations. The “Little Town of Bethlehem.’ to be with players. There was a prize for The achievement goaded on their spirits’
quest
supper committee is headed by Mrs. sung Christmas eve in conjunction each table, and these were gifts from An hour in air—and they were quite elate.
L. B. Cook, who will be assisted by with the Harmony Club throughout generous donors.
The names of Py dreams of nearer conquest now possessed.
Across a neck of sea. a new portent.
Miss Margaret Snow. Dorothy Snow the city. Members are asked
to these contributors, as well as those Prophetic emprise for the years to be.
Miss Corice Tlirtmas. Miss Hazel Mar memorize these carols before the
who gave money for the fund, in A new winged earnest of development
shall. Miss Anna Richardson. 'Mrs. L. next meeting. It was voted to donate
Though unescaped from natal crudity,
E. Jones. Mrs. A. K. Murray. Miss to the MacDowell Fund. The next cludes Mrs. W. H. Spear, Mrs. Roy I,. Bore an assurance of complete success
Alice Hodgkins. Mrs. Fred Black. meeting, Wednesday, Dec. 18 will be Knowlton. Mrs. Fred R. Spear. Mrs. When better wings lor man had been devised,
Eva Crockett, Mrs. Frank W. Fuller. When longing spirit could, in time, possess
Mrs. Jlarold Coombs, Mrs. H. W.
an all-MacDowell program, and each Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mr. and Mrs. Body to lightly light and swift arise.
J^ook, iMrs. John G. Snow. Miss
member is requested to take in some E. K. Leighton. Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs.
Xtartfha Wasgatt. ‘Mrs. Charles G.
effort filled the world with dreams
thing pertaining to his 1 fe. The Josephine Lothrop, Mrs. G. B. Wood, 1'nceasing
Read soon in stark and sad reality :
Hewett and Mrs. Frank Marsh. The
meetings are being conducted by Mrs. Mrs. W. T. Cobh. Mrs. A. L. Bird. When conquerors of the air, mid warlike
entertainment committee consists of
screams,
S. Littlefield, Mrs. E. L.
Mrs. David Beach. Mrs A. J. Bird. [ Leola Noyes in charge of the pro- Mrs.
Their hates expressed with cordiality.
Mrs. L. N. Benner. Mrs. E. L. Brown, I grams. Mrs. Faith O. Berry of music Brown. Mrs. Elizabeth Bradon, Mrs. War quickened skilful hands to form with
speed
Mrs. N. F. Cobb, Mrs. L. B Cook. Mrs. appreciation, and Mrs. Grace P. Arm Lucy Kennedy. Mrs. 13. 13. Smith, Mrs.
perfect creatures- for destruction’s day:
Harold Coombs, Mrs. G. E. Dunton. strong of the choral work. Much E. J. Hellier. Mis. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. More
Deadlier,
swifter in the hour of need.
lively
interest
is
being
shown
by
the
E. S. Bird. Mrs. II. L. Shepherd. They carried
Mrs. C. A. Emery, Mrs. Edwin Ed
brave men to the wasteful fray.
wards. Mrs. H. !B. Fales. Mrs. C. E. young members, and a season of un Mrs. Nellie Bryant, Mrs. F. S. Sher Peace came, but flying spirits could not rest;
man. Mrs. James Donohue, Mr. and The wide seas took a tempting potency:
Gilley, Mrs. Charles Hewett. Mrs. E usual activity is promised.
Mrs. W. S. White, Mrs. C. A. Leigh Their span should be the airmen's next con
S. Levcnsaler. Mrs. F. C. Norton.. Mrs.
quest :
Tickets for the Toy Shop supper at ton, Mrs. W. W. Spear, Mrs. Cora And little
Charles Merritt. Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr..
did they wait for its essay.
Mrs. A. J. Murray. Mrs. J. E. Stevens? Congregational Church, Wednesday, Farwell, Miss Helen McBride. Mrs. Two thirds across the first pair struck the sea ;
The
second
pair, successful, reached their
Mrs. Wallace Spear. Mrs. John G. Dec. 11, at 6 o’clock, are* on sale by Ira W. Feeney. Mrs. Evelyn B. Hix,
goal.
Snow. Mrs. John I. Snow. .Mrs. the entertainment committee Num Mrs. Lilian B. Mortland, Mrs. G. A. Years of improvement, reaching high degree,
Elonia Tuttle. Mrs. A. L. Whittemore ber limited. Buy early. Supper will Lawrence. Mrs. J. O. Stevens, N. B. Added assurance to the daring soul.
Cobh. Nathan A. Farwell. Fullerbe served promptly at 6.
147-148
and Mrs. George H. Reed.
Cobb-Davis. Carini’s, Senter Crane Alone, one brave lad spanned anew the sea
From (West to East, unflinching, undismayed;
Co., E. O’B. Gonia, Chisholm’s. From North to South Antipodes the free
Thanks went a'so to John Of Stevens Biave spirit of another has essayed.
In pairs and trios they have fared away
for use of chairs.
O’er all the seven seas of history's fame,
• • • •
Aiound the vvorlft nor from the ice fields stay,
The above kindly gesture illus Till minor daring now to them Is tame.
trates anew the place that the Home The sex that long was tenderness esteemed
For Aged Women occupies in the Has stepped outside to dare in flying, too :
Some gave their lives, but others, dauntless,
thought of the people, supplementing
deemed
as it does the Thanksgiving Day do The loss a challenge that they dare anew;
nation. On that occasion $120 was One winning almost, found a rescurer.
one rode safe to victory complete,
gjven in money, plus $20 from the And
Their courage fitted well to deeply stir
churches, gifts of window shades and Emotion that will their brave acts repeat.
rollers from the Itooevik Club and a
handsome contribution of food, vege A third from Good Hope Gape to London Town
That are the vogue, depicted and recom
Has proved her sex’s dare and gallantry,
tables, etc. For all these helpful Speeding her wings to well-deserved renown
gifts
the
management
of
the
home,
Among the leaders ot air's royalty.
mended in the Home decorating maga
as well as the aged inmates, are deep And they have written, all, a glorious page
Upon a wondrous era’s history.
ly appreciative.
w
zines.
We have them—Sanseverias,
Heroic acts, in peace, or war-time rage,

A

CROCKEITS
BABY SHOP

PLANTS

Crasulas, English Ivies.

%
In "modernistic”

Mrs. Faith Callahan and daughter
Beulah left Friday for New York,
where they expect to make their home
indefinitely.

pots they make fine gifts or an up to date
decoration for your own homes.
We

are

making

Boxwood

Memorial

Wreaths now, and our constantly increas

ing list of regular customers forces us to
ask you to order early.
Boxwood Wreaths, $2.50 to $5.00

The Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
399 Main Street,

fe

Paje S-V271
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MODERN
BUILT BY GENERAL MOTORS RADIO CORPORATION, OFFERING THOSE
MODERN FEATURES SO ESSENTIAL TO COMPLETE RADIO SATISFACTION
General Motors selected the DayFan Radio to manufacture and
market because it embodies the
fine qualities which discrimi
nating and experienced radio
buyers are now demanding.

This selection was made after the
most careful investigation — for
there is a definite standard of
quality to which all Ccneral Motors
products must measure. And the
more you learn about the Day-Fan
Radio the more clearly will you
realize that it embodies those
modern features so essential to
complete radio satisfaction.

The «lr luxe cabinet illus
trated is in burl walnut,
richly carved, with swing
ing doors—high, 32*
wide, and 19J-2* deep. Tho
complete line of Day-Fan
A. C. Radios ranges in
price from $129.59 to $219
(less tubes).

In addition, you can buy your DayFan nut of income through the
time payment plan made available
by the General Motors Acceptance
Corporation. A small down payment places the
set in your home; und twelve easy monthly
instalments cn&h’c you to complete the pur
chase while you arc enjoying its use.

It gives you a delightful natural
ness of tone quality. It is remark
ably selective. It brings in distant stations
with exceptional ease. It |termits you to enjoy
ample volume without distortion. It is offered
in several attractive cabinets which permit
you to select the design harmonizing with the
furnishings of any room.

We invite you to come in und hear this newest
General Motors product—and you will under
stand why it is everywhere becoming more and
more the choice of discriminating radio buyers.

If you desire a set employing screen grid,
tubes, there ore several such models froca

Ask Your Nearest Day-Fan Dealer Jor a Demonstration

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

OF

STANDARD
AIRS HIS VIEWS
“Snob” Rogers Now Cays Unkir.d
Things About Bridge—“Tune Into
Books” He Urges
“Playing bridge is the lowest depth
to which the human being can fall.”
Bridge “hounds” learned with dis
may of this denouncement by Prof.
Robert Emmin.i Rogers, of “snob”
fame.
Launching a university course on
books at the State House, the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology pro
fessor urged his listeners t<r tune
into a hook.” like the tuning of a
radio, and ridiculed those who claim
novel reading is a waste of time.
“Those same individuals,” he said,
“spend more time in Conversation
with people who certainly are not
better than the author who wrote
the book concerned, or they may even
spend their time playing bridge which
is the lowest depth to which the hu
man being can fall. Bridge is a com
bination of reflex actions and mental

telepathy from which no great nour
isbment is obtained.
Prof. Rogers said that even a book
is worthy of a reader’s attention hecaus • it is the result of nWiny hours
of thought and effort of the author.
The speaker explained the lack of
an outstanding, American novel say
ing: “people who live in apartment
houses cannot write like those who
live1 close to the soil. And most
novels in tills country are written in

QUALITY

I

The Most Popular Cough Medicine
An, Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

Americans are not “tragic people,”
he ‘aid, adding that Eugene O’Neil
was the only “tiagic poet” this coun
try had produced. "I suppose,” he
concluded, “We eat too much to he
tragic.”
Book Agent: “Can I sell you the
Life of Napoleon?”
■Groucher: “'No, but I’ll take yours if
you don’t get out of here and stay
out.”
I think it is quite possible that
America w ill return to feathers, t«»maI hawks, wigwams and squaws.—
[George (Bernard Shaw.

TED LEWIS in “IS EVERYBODY HAPPY”
All Singing-Talking

Ballard's Golden Oil

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

One
of tho
Publix Theatres

SHOWS 2.00—6.30—8.30
CONTINUOUS SATURDAY 2.00 TO 10.30

MONDAY AND
TUESDAY

Cecil B. DeMil’e's
First
Talking Picture

TODAY

Standby of Thousands for Years

Better than ever. Penetrates, loosens,
clears and heals.
Children take it
readily. No poisons or alcohol. A
standard household remedy. Low priced.
Cold Lvcrwhere.

.apartment houses.”

NOW SHOWING

Geo Bancroft

‘The Mighty’
All Talking

DYNAMITE
A story of a coal miner and a polo player; a
lovely and wealthy girl, and a mercenary wife
whose willingness to sell her hu band for
$100,000 involved three humans in a desperate
struggle for life itself.

And not without the appeal of mystery,
R. D. Hrodis
Long Cove

PALERMO

.Mrs. Ernest Knight was hostess
Lewis Day is recovering from a bad
Tuesday afternoon to the P.T. Club.
case of blood poisoning.
A number of deer were shot in this
A -bridge party will be given under locality during the hunting season.
the auspices of the Auxiliary Sons
Mrs. A. G. Tibbetts and Mr. anil
of Union Veterans Tuesday evening Mrs. Stanford Brown and son Lyford
at Grand Army hall with Mrs. Nellie spent Thanksgiving Day guests of
Achorn as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tibbetts of Wind
sor.
Earl Smith of the telephone com
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Saban and Mr
pany is in iBoston on a business trip. and Mrs. Harold
Saban spent
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and Mrs.
-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson who Fred Morang.
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Tibbetts en
P. Jones, Warren street leave to.lay tertained relatives Thanksgiving Day
for their home in Avon, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Minot Lenfest of
Washington spent Thanksgiving with
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lenfest and family.
left today for St. Petersburg. Fla.,
Clifton Leigher of (Washington
where they will spend the winter. spent last weekend at Forest Tibbetts’
Mrs. Simmons’ sister, Mrs. Robert
Merritt Tibbetts has returned to
Robinson, who has been her guest Long Island. N. Y., after visiting rela
the past 10 days, accompanies Mr. tives here for a few weeks.
and IMrs. Simmons as far as her
Mr. and iMrs. I. N. Qu'gg passed
home in Nantucket.
Thanksgiving Day in Augusta.
Forest Leavitt of Winthrop is in
A baked bean supper will he served town for a few days.
at American Legion hall Saturday, 5
Mr. and Mrs. N. ,M. Hannon enter
to 7 o’c’.ock. Tickets 35 cents.—adv.
tained a laFge family of relatives on
146-147 Thanksgiving Day.

which to choose. If you prefer
the results which have made the'
standard tubes so widely popular,
you have an equal op|>ortiinity
for selection. Rut whichever set
you purchase—you can he sure of
outstanding performance and
enduring satisfaction. For IiayFun design conforms to modern
engineering practice; and pro
duction is being carried out
with alt the painstaking care that
the world has learned to expect
from a General Motors product.

Gowns, gorgeous homes, pretty girls, two
men, two women, prisons, country c ubs, coal
mines—that’s ”1 >ynamite.”
With an All-Sta
Cast
headed by

^fcfcbHEAR/
An All Talkinj
Comedy
and
Paramount
News
Home of
Paramount
Pictures

zz
With

IPlftf RICH
ieene
pich

Jm

WILIAM FOX
PICTURE

Publix Theatre

It’s his first picture! And
it’s a riot of fun! The fa
mous Ziegfeld star making
merry in a gay picture of gay
Pared It’s Will Regers at
his best! In the laughing hit
of the .season!

1

Conrad
Nagel

Every-Other-Day -
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<<SEASONS GREETINGS 9)

OUR CONTRIBUTION
TO THE

CHRISTMAS CHEER
CHRISTMAS CLUB SAVINGS
in the
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

1915

1929

•

•

1920

It is with a great deal of

pleasure that we will pay to

$27,000.00
1

1929

$50,000.00
Beginning

over 2100 Christmas Club

Thursday,

cember 5 th, Christmas Club

members

Depositors will receive their

1925 $103,000.00

$109,700.00
It represents a constructive

checks by presenting their

deposit cards at our Banking

force in our community

Rooms. After December I Oth

It means that these mem

checks not called for will be

1927$112,000.00

bers are cultivating a habit
of thrift

Were you one of the for

mailed to address as given

We would like to make
you a check for 1930.

tunate ones to receive our
check?

$108,000.00

1929 $109,700.00
OUR 1930 CHRISTMAS CLUB IS NOW OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00
CAMDEN

.<1.

De

UNION

-»** A ,

ROCKPORT

ROCKLAND

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

...»

